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ABBREVIATIONS

A1 receptor adenosine A1 receptor

AA afferent arteriole

ANOVA analysis of variance

arg arginine

ATP adenozin-triphosphate

B blood

[Ca2+]ic intracellular Ca2+ concentration

cAMP cyclic adenosine monophosphate

CCD cortical collecting duct

CNT connecting tubule

Cntrl control

cTAL cortical thick ascending limb

Cx30 connexin 30

DIC differential interference contrast

DME Dulbecco`s modified eagle

DMEM Dulbecco`s modified eagle medium

EA efferent arteriole

EC50 half maximal effective concentration

ENaC epithelial Na+ channel

G glomerulus

GFR glomerular filtration rate

IC intercalated cell

ID internal diameter

ip. intraperitoneal

JGA juxtaglomerular apparatus

KO gene knockout

MAP mean arterial pressure

MD macula densa

MW molecular weight
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[NaCl] NaCl concentration

NHE2 Na+-H+ exchanger type 2

NHE3 Na+-H+ exchanger type 3

NKCC2 Na+-K+-2Cl- cotransporter

NO nitric oxide

nNOS neuronal type of the nitric oxide synthase

P2X ligand gated, cation-permeable purinergic receptor family

P2X1 type 1 receptor from the ligand gated, cation-permeable purinergic

receptor family

P2Y2 type 2 receptor from the G-protein coupled purinergic receptor

family

PBS phosphate buffer solution

PC principal cell

PC12 Rattus norvegicus (rat) derived pheochromocytoma cell line

PGE2 prostaglandin E2

PI 3-K phosphotidylinositol-3-kinase

PIP2 phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate

PIP3 phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate

PPi pyrophosphate

ROMK renal outer medullary K+ channel

SE standard error

TGF tubuloglomerular feedback

U urine

wk. week

wt weight

WT wild type animal
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1. INTRODUCTION

Multiphoton fluorescence microscopy offers a state-of-the-art imaging technique

for deep optical sectioning of living tissues and organs with minimal deleterious effects.

Dynamic regulatory processes and multiple functions in the intact kidney or isolated

tissue can be quantitatively visualized in real time, noninvasively. Recent advances in

our knowledge of renal (patho)physiological processes made possible by the use of this

imaging technology. Also, this novel, innovative technique enables us to revisit the

classical fields of the renal physiology, like the tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF), and

to study it in real-time with submicron resolution. Using this approach, in my

experiments I focused on the effect of the tubular flow on the TGF and on the sodium

reabsorption of the cortical collecting duct aiming to reveal so far hidden details of these

complex regulatory processes.

1.1 THE TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK

The tubuloglomerular feedback is a major regulatory process which function is

to stabilize NaCl delivery into the late part of the nephron and thereby to stabilize NaCl

excretion. Deviations of luminal NaCl concentration ([NaCl]) at the macula densa (MD)

serves as an input signal initiating fine control of glomerular arteriolar vasomotor tone

that results in inverse changes of glomerular filtration rate. The structural basis of TGF

is the juxtaglomerular apparatus, which is a most important structural component of the

renin-angiotensin system and is an essential regulatory site of renal salt and water

conservation and blood pressure maintenance. The juxtaglomerular apparatus forms a

close anatomical link between the macula densa segment of the early distal tubule and

the glomerular vessels. This creates the possibility of a feedback mechanism: to balance

the tubular salt and water delivery by adjusting the pre- and postglomerular vascular

tone. The most important vascular adjustment is the vasoconstriction of the afferent

arteriole as NaCl concentration at the macula densa increases (1).

TGF is a hallmark of the kidney function which was always in the focus of the

renal physiologists. Despite of the strong attention and thorough work of several

research groups details of the exact mechanism of the TGF is still debated. One of this

so far less understood component of the existing model is the role of the tubular flow in
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the TGF. The flow-effect was proposed long ago. However, current paradigm describes

that MD cells respond to elevation in luminal [NaCl] but it lacks to reflect the flow-

effect. It is recognized that changes in the NaCl delivery also accompanied by

alterations in the fluid flow. If these two components of the tubular fluid are dependent

on one another it would assume that the sensor (MD cells) could respond to both.

As part of my studies I aimed to approach the existing model of the TGF seeking

evidences to support the role of the tubular fluid flow in the TGF mechanism.

1.1.1 Our current understanding on the TGF signaling pathway

It is the cortical thick ascending limb (cTAL), where the morphologically

distinct tubular cells, called macula densa cells, reside. These cells monitor tubular fluid

flow and composition and send signals that regulate renal hemodynamics and the rate of

filtration (2, 3, 4, 5). Over the past few years there has been intense interest in

understanding the biology and functional characteristics of macula densa cells and their

role in the cell-to-cell communication process that forms the TGF signaling pathway.

The TGF signaling pathway involves an initial change in luminal fluid

composition that is detected by macula densa cells. Macula densa cells then signal the

underlying mesangial cells, which leads to the propagation of signals to other

juxtaglomerular apparatus (JGA) structures, to the smooth muscle cells of the afferent

and efferent arteriole moreover to intraglomerular elements: to the podocytes.

Because initiation of TGF involves concomitant changes in luminal fluid [NaCl]

and osmolality, work has focused on defining and characterizing the transport processes

in macula densa cells and how these processes may be involved in the detection of

changes in luminal fluid composition.

At the apical membrane of the MD cell (figure 1.), there is the Na:K:2Cl

cotransporter (NKCC2) that is the primary means for NaCl entry into macula densa cell

(6). There are three splice variants of NKCC2 (A, B, and F) that vary in distribution

along the cTAL, as well as demonstrate differences in ionic affinities and regulation (7,

8, 9). The luminal [NaCl] at the MD could be as low as 25mM. At this concentration

NKCC2 cotransporter is still reabsorbing NaCl; however, it is operating at or near

equilibrium values (6). With increases in luminal [NaCl], the cotransporter exhibits

functional saturation and maximal transport rates at approximately 60 mM [NaCl] (9,
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10). Under physiological circumstances the NKCC2 cotransporter is responsible for the

~80% of the NaCl uptake into the MD cell. The other apical pathway for sodium entry

into MD cells is through the type 2 isoform of the Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE2) (figure

1.). This transporter is responsible for the remaining ~20% of apical Na+ uptake (11,

12). However, unlike with the NKCC2 cotransporter, Na+/H+ exchanger activity does

not saturate as luminal [NaCl] is elevated above 60 mM. In addition to influx of sodium,

NHEs extrude hydrogen ions and so there is a luminal [NaCl] dependent cell

alkalization with a linear increase in cell pH at least over the range of 25–150 mM

[NaCl] (12). Therefore, the fact the NKCC2 cotransporter and NHE2 operate over

different ranges in luminal [NaCl] provides the basis for suggesting that these two

transport proteins may regulate separate paracrine signaling pathways.

Cellular extrusion of Na+ take places against its electrochemical gradient, and

the classic model by which this occurs is via basolateral Na/K-ATPase. However, as

reported a number of years ago, macula densa cells do not have an abundance of this

enzyme (13). Thus there was some early indication that macula densa cells might

regulate intracellular [Na+] in a novel manner (14). An almost linear increase in

intracellular [Na+] over the range of 0 to 60 mM NaCl, with no further increase in cell

[Na+] between 60 and 150 mM was found (14). This finding is remarkable because

other cells appear to precisely regulate [Na+] levels in response to external ion

perturbations. The concept that has now emerged is that intracellular [Na+] (and most

likely [Cl-]) tracks or reflects luminal [NaCl]. This seems logical in terms of the sensor

function of macula densa cells: to have intracellular [NaCl] reflect changes in luminal

[NaCl] over the range where TGF responses occur.

As reported in expression studies, some member of the H/K-ATPase family not

only transports H+ and K+ but can also transport Na+, albeit less efficiently than the

Na/K-ATPase (15, 16). In macula densa cells, Na+ extrusion and K+ entry occur at the

apical membrane via a Na-H/K-ATPase (figure 1.). The fact that intracellular [Na+]

tracks luminal [NaCl] may be due to the reduced efficiency of this pump for Na+

removal. The finding that low levels of Na/K-ATPase are expressed at the basolateral

membrane (17) suggests that this ATPase does not greatly participate in Na+ dynamics

under normal conditions. However, it is possible that physiological perturbations could

increase the contribution of basolateral Na/K-ATPase to macula densa [Na] regulation.
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Figure 1. Review of the transport processes in the MD cell apical and basolateral

membrane.

Using patch-clamp techniques, a high abundance of apical K+ channels was

detected in MD cells (18) (figure 1.). Because the cotransporter and the apical H+/K+-

ATPase activities constitute a significant K+ load into MD cells, a high-activity K+

efflux pathway is required for sustainable coupling of apical Na+ and K+ transport.

Moreover, the TAL luminal [K+] is at or below plasma values (19, 20, 21, 22),

continued NaCl transport requires that K+ be continuously recycled from cell to lumen.

ROMK (Renal Outer Medullary K+ channel) has been identified immunologically in

TAL and macula densa (23) and may be responsible for all or part of apical K+

secretion. TGF responses and renal function are severely impaired in mice with Type II

Bartters syndrome in which ROMK has been genetically deleted. This indicates that the

apical K+ recycling mechanism is also an essential component in the macula densa

mediation of TGF signaling. In addition to K+ recycling, this K+ channel may be

responsible for hyperpolarization and regulation of MD cell membrane potential.
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There is functional evidence suggesting the existence of a substantial basolateral

chloride conductance in MD cells (24) (figure 1.). This chloride permeability is

proposed to be responsible for MD basolateral membrane depolarization in response to

increased apical NaCl transport and increased intracellular chloride activity. Beside,

maneuvers assumed to depolarize the macula densa cells were associated with TGF

signaling (25 19). Because the cotransporter (NKCC2) is electro-neutral, membrane

potential depolarization most likely reflects intracellular accumulation of Cl-, with Cl-

efflux through a basolateral Cl channel. It is now clear that increasing luminal [NaCl]

will, in fact, cause increases in cell pH, elevations in cellular [NaCl] and a modest

elevation in macula densa [Ca2+]ic as well (53). There is a ~20 pS non-selective cation

channel in the basolateral membrane of macula densa cells (26) that is activated by

depolarization and by elevations in [Ca2+]. This channel has a moderate Ca2+

permeability. Is not clear whether this is the primary Ca2+ entry pathway.

Although macula densa cells and the rest of the juxtaglomerular apparatus are in

close proximity, no cell-to-cell junctions between macula densa and mesangial cells

have been proved. Therefore, these cells are thought to communicate with other

components of juxtaglomerular apparatus though the release of paracrine factors (like

ATP, PGE2, NO), also the release and degradation some of these factors is believed to

be coupled to Ca2+ influx and subsequent intracellular signaling.

Increasing evidences show the importance of ATP in the regulation of renal

microvascular tone. While desensitizing juxtaglomerular purinergic receptors, inhibits

TGF responses (27) suggesting that ATP may be involved in TGF signaling. Recently a

large-conductance maxi-anion channel was identified on the basolateral membrane of

MD (figure 1.), which is permeable to ATP (28). ATP release via this channel occurred

over the same range of luminal [NaCl] as reported for TGF responses. Also like TGF

(29, 30), ATP release was inhibited by luminal furosemide and enhanced by dietary salt

restriction (31). At the present time, there is no firm evidence regarding what

specifically regulates the activity of this basolateral anion channel. Presumably, it is

associated with the luminal [NaCl]-dependent depolarization of the MD cell basolateral

membrane, increase in the intracellular [Ca2+] which in turn could regulate, possibly

facilitate the opening of the maxi-anion channel. However, additional work is required

to clarify this speculation. Once ATP is released, it should activate P2X receptors on the
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extraglomerular mesangial field, and thereby evoke Ca2+ waves that propagate towards

the vascular elements (32) causing depolarization, vasoconstriction of the vascular

smooth muscle cells in the afferent arteriole and subsequent reduction in the diameter of

the AA (figure 2.).

Besides the ATP release, MD cells express enzymes that are capable synthesize

prostaglandin E2 (PGE2): the microsomal form of prostaglandin E2 synthase and the

cyclooxygenase-2 (33, 34, 35). A recent study has provided direct evidence that MD

cells synthesize and release PGE2 at the basolateral membrane in response to reduced

luminal [NaCl] (36). During conditions of low extracellular fluid volume, reduced

tubular salt delivery causes macula densa cells to synthesize and release prostaglandin

E2, which in turn stimulates the proliferation of juxtaglomerular cells, the synthesis and

release of renin, and the activation of the renin–angiotensin system (37). Finally, the

activation of the renin–angiotensin system will result in enhanced angiotensin II

production that contracts the AA and reduce the GFR.

Figure 2. The TGF signaling pathway. When the luminal [NaCl] is elevated Na+, K+,

Cl- enter into MD cell via NKCC2 cotransporter. Alternative Na+ entry means is

through Na/H exchanger resulting in elevated intracellular [Na+], [Cl-] and alkalic pH.

The basolateral Cl- efflux depolarizes the basolateral membrane of the MD cell and

triggers the opening of nonselective cation channels. The alkalic pH and these ion

currents with a so far unknown signaling pathway will lead to the opening of the

basolateral maxi-anion channel causing ATP release and Ca2+ waves in the mesangial
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cells. The Ca2+ wave propagates via gap junctions to the VSMC of the AA causing

depolarization, intracellular Ca2+ elevation, vasocontraction, reduction of diameter of

the AA and reduced GFR.

A great deal of effort has been directed towards elucidating the role of the nitric

oxide (NO) in the TGF. NO has been shown to attenuate TGF responses (38) and

influence renin release from granular cells (39). This is based, to a large extent, on the

high levels of neuronal-type nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) that have been

immunologically detected in MD cells. TGF studies suggested that MD intracellular NO

concentration increases with elevations in luminal [NaCl] (40, 41). Surprisingly, NO

release was mostly stimulated by supraphysiological (above 60 mmol) luminal [NaCl].

In the range where the NKCC2 cotransporter is saturated and changes in luminal [NaCl]

are not reflected in changes in intracellular [Na+]. However, above 60mM luminal

[NaCl] the pH of MD cells is further alkalized due to the activity of the Na+/H+

exchanger (11). Despite nNOS is traditionally thought to be a calcium sensitive enzyme,

other work has reported that it is also pH sensitive (42). These might implicate that over

60mM luminal [NaCl] the MD cell alkalization could lead to enhanced nNOS activity

and increased NO release and attenuated TGF respond.

1.2 THE PREGLOMERULAR SPHINCTER

1.2.1 Vasoconstrictor mediators in the TGF

In terms of the vasoconstrictor site along the length of the AA, it is known that

the juxtaglomerular portion of the AA produces the highest vascular resistance (43).

More proximal segments of the AA (i.e. far from the glomerulus) show only weak

autoregulatory vasoconstriction (44). Also, the vasoconstrictor effects of both

angiotensin II and adenosine are most pronounced in the glomerular entrance segment

of the AA (45,46,47). Angiotensin II and adenosine are considered the key modulator

(2) and mediator (48,49) of TGF, respectively. Angiotensin II is known to have a

synergic effect on adenosine induced vasoconstriction of the AA (46,50,51).

ATP, another vasoconstrictor involved in renal autoregulation (52) and TGF (28)

is likewise more effective in juxtaglomerular versus proximal AA segments (46).
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Because this strong vasoconstrictor site overlaps with the renin-positive portion of the

AA, it was speculated that renin granular cells could be the effector site of the TGF

mechanism (43). However, renin-producing granular cells are considered non-

contractile, due to the lack of myosin in these cells (53).

1.2.2 New approaches to study the TGF

Recently, a new experimental imaging approach has been established (102, 54)

that uses multiphoton confocal fluorescence microscopy and allows visualization of the

living and functioning JGA and glomerulus in striking detail and on single cell level.

Using this method, preliminary findings from our laboratory (102, 54) indicated

swelling/contraction of certain cells in the terminal, intraglomerular part of the AA

during TGF. This contraction appeared to cause a very significant reduction of vessel

diameter, nearly to the point of complete closure of the AA. Therefore, we have named

it the “glomerular sphincter” based on similarities with the precapillary sphincter in

other vascular beds. In my studies I aimed to characterize the morphology and function

of the preglomerular sphincter.

1.3 CX30 – DISTAL NEPHRON ATP RELEASE

The changes in the tubular flow rate are known to alter the function of the

proximal nephron but these also influence the function of the distal nephron (i.e. sodium

reabsorption by the ENaC). The epithelial Na+ channel (ENaC) forms a pathway for the

transport of Na+ across a variety of epithelia, including tubular epithelium in the kidney.

The rate of Na+ transport must vary dramatically to maintain Na+ and volume

homeostasis in the face of extremes of Na+ intake. Thus, ENaC function is tightly

regulated. It has been known for a long time that ATP is one of the major local

regulators of the nephron function. In terms of the body sodium homeostasis it is

important that ATP can reduce the sodium excretion by decreasing the activity of the

epithelial sodium channel (55) present in the principal cells in the cortical collecting

duct (CCD). However, recent studies indicate that this is not a direct effect on ENaC,

since ENaC itself is insensitive to extracellular ATP (56), rather than purinergic

receptor mediated inhibition. Although the localization and function of the purinergic
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receptors are widely studied in the kidney (57), our knowledge of the possible ATP

source is limited. One important factor that should also be taken account is the short

half life of ATP (for example the half-life of nucleotides in perfused lung is ~0.2 s (57))

due to the metabolic activity of the extracellular membrane-bound ecto-nucleotidases.

This fact let us suppose that the ATP source and the site of action are in close

proximity.

1.3.1 Gap junctions as ATP channels

Recently, it was shown, that ATP can be released via connexon (58). This is a

novel concept since the gap junction hemichannels were believed to be active only in

the junctional membrane lipid rafts. It was the earlier work of our laboratory, which

described at the first time that connexin 30 (Cx30) gap junction protein is expressed in a

non-junctional plasma membrane: in the apical membrane of the intercalated cells in the

CCD (59) (figure 3.). Based on this observation and similarities between connexon

hemichannels, we suppose that ATP can also be released from intercalated cells through

Cx30 and act on the neighboring principal cells. This way Cx30 could even closer

couple this morphologically and functionally different two cell types (intercalated and

principal cells) forming a local regulatory network in the CCD.

Sodium is the major ion of the extracellular fluid, and total body sodium is an

important determinant of the extracellular fluid volume. The mechanisms regulating salt

balance tend to be geared towards retaining salt and water in the body in an attempt to

preserve the extracellular fluid volume and maintain adequate blood circulation.

Increased generation of the adrenal hormone aldosterone is a major mechanism in the

preservation of salt and water in response to sodium depletion. However, in the

presence of a sustained large salt intake, body fluid volumes do not increase

indefinitely; normally, urinary sodium excretion is increased to match the higher

sodium intake, thereby preventing overt and dangerous expansion of the extracellular

fluid volume. Besides the regulation of sodium intake, the modulation of renal sodium

excretion is a key process in the maintenance of sodium balance (60).

The epithelial sodium channel in the renal distal nephron is an important

component in the overall control of sodium balance. However it is responsible only for

a relatively small proportion of the sodium re-absorbed (<5%), it nevertheless
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constitutes the rate-limiting step for renal sodium reabsorption and therefore is of

fundamental importance in the control of blood volume and thereby of blood pressure.

*

G

*

G

Figure 3. Immunofluorescence labeling of Cx30 in the rabbit kidney. Pendrin (green)

and Cx30 (red) staining in the apical membrane of select cells in the CNT and CCD.

Present image demonstrates colocalization of Cx30 and pendrin (yellow) in type B and

non-A, non-B intercalated cells of the CNT and CCD (*). Apical membrane of the cTAL

(arrow) next to the glomerulus (G) is also positive for Cx30. The nuclei of the cells were

stained by Hoechst 33342 (blue). Image source: (59).

Indeed, the significance of ENaC in the control of sodium balance and blood

pressure is clearly demonstrated by rare genetic disorders of sodium-channel activity

such as Liddle's syndrome (61, 62).
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The ENaC is also relevant in the regulation of sodium transport in other

epithelia, such as the alveolar epithelium, distal colon, salivary duct and sweat glands

(63).

ENaCs are composed of three homologous subunits, termed α-, β- and γENaC 

(64, 65, 66). These subunits assemble to form a hetero-oligomeric, Na+-selective ion

channel with a subunit stoichiometry of 2α:1β:1γ (67, 68), although an alternative

subunit stoichiometry has been proposed (69, 70). All three Na+ channel subunits have

cytoplasmic amino and carboxyl termini, two transmembrane domains (termed M1 and

M2), and a large ectodomain (71, 72).

1.3.2 Purinergic control of ENaC

The rate of Na+ transport must vary dramatically to maintain Na+ and volume

homeostasis in the face of extremes of Na+ intake. Thus, ENaC function is tightly

regulated. In contrast to voltage- and ligand-gated ion channels, which are regulated

through rapid changes in channel gating (opening and closing), ENaC is regulated in

large part through mechanisms that control its expression at the cell surface, akin to the

regulation of many receptors and transporters. Although such a mechanism mostly

sacrifices speed, its advantage is a potentially larger dynamic range. Previous work

suggests that ENaC trafficking is highly regulated (73, 74, 75), both at the level of

ENaC movement to the cell surface, as well as ENaC endocytosis and degradation.

Moreover, defects in ENaC trafficking are responsible for inherited forms of

hypertension and hypotension (76). Thus, elucidating the mechanisms that regulate

ENaC trafficking is critical to our understanding of Na+ transport and Na+ homeostasis.

Besides of the long term regulation of channel activity, the Na+ permeability of

ENaC can be modified by paracrine bioactive molecules such as ATP. This field has

been in the focus of researches over the last decade. There has been rapid progress in

understanding the regulation of ENaC activity since the constituent subunits were

cloned (65). Interestingly, a number of factors that are known to regulate ENaC

activity—such as changes in intracellular cations, changes in cAMP levels, and the

activation of regulatory G proteins—can be modulated by nucleotide receptors (e.g. by

P2 receptors).

The purinergic receptors are divided into three families:
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 P1 receptors: G-protein-coupled receptors with adenosine as the endogenous

ligand (77).

 P2Y receptors: G protein-coupled receptors stimulated by nucleotides such

as ATP, ADP, UTP, UDP and UDP-glucose. To date, 12 P2Y receptors have

been cloned in humans (78). P2Y receptors are present in almost all human

tissues where they exert various biological functions based on their G-

protein coupling.

 P2X receptors: the ligand gated, cation-permeable ion channels. To date,

seven separate genes coding for P2X subunits have been identified, and

referred to as P2X1 through P2X7 (79, 80). These receptors, with the

exemption of P2X7, are capable of forming heteromeric P2X receptors with

at least one other subunit type.

Several lines of evidence show that both P2X and P2Y receptors can inhibit

ENaC activity. Concerning P2Y receptors, recent studies confirmed that ATP

stimulation of purinergic P2Y receptors hydrolyzes PIP2 (81, 82) and that aldosterone

stimulation of steroid receptors induces PIP3 formation (83). These studies together

suggest that one primary mechanism for regulating ENaC is by alteration of plasma

membrane bound anionic phospholipids and that the receptor-mediated and hormonal

regulation of ENaC works through a variety of signaling pathways, but many of these

pathways finally alter ENaC activity by regulating the formation or degradation of

anionic phospholipids. Therefore, changes in the concentration of PIP2 and PIP3 are

hypothesized to participate in the regulation of ENaC by purinergic and corticoid

receptors. The underlying mechanism may be associated with a physical interaction of

the positively charged cytoplasmic domains of the β- and γ-ENaC with the negatively

charged membrane phospholipids (figure 4.). However, the exact nature of this

interaction will require further investigation.

Beside of P2Y receptors mediated inhibition of ENaC there are evidences for

decreased ENaC activity after P2X receptor stimulation (84, 85) Increased expression of

ENaC may result in the concomitant upregulation of P2X2, P2X2/6, and P2X5

receptors by decreased retrieval of these ion channels from the plasma membrane.

Activation of P2X2, P2X4, P2X2/6, and/or P2X4/6 receptor ion channels by
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endogenous extracellular ATP may result in an influx of Na+ and Ca2+ and the

subsequent downregulation of ENaC (85).

These data suggest that both P2Y and P2X receptor stimulation results in

decreased ENaC activity via several mechanisms (by blocking the active pore or

downregulation of the ion channel itself).

Figure 4. Hypothesis for ENaC regulation by either ATP via a decrease in membrane

PIP2 or aldosterone via an increase in membrane PIP3. Under resting conditions, the

positively charged regions of the cytoplasmic termini of α- and β-ENaC are held in a

certain position by the negatively charged PIP2 located in the inner leaflet of plasma

membrane (top left). After P2Y receptor activation, the concentration of PIP2 is

decreased as a result of the induction of PLC. Loss of PIP2“unlocks” the cytoplasmic

termini to release them from the inner surface of plasma membrane, subsequently
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leading to the decreased ENaC open probability (top right). Aldosterone elevates the

concentration of PIP3 by activating of phosphotidylinositol-3-kinase (PI 3-K). PIP3

stimulates ENaC activity by further “locking” of the cytoplasmic termini to the inner

surface of plasma membrane because of one more negative charges (middle right). In

the absence of aldosterone, the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane contains PIP2

rather than PIP3 (bottom left). In the presence of aldosterone, PIP3 is produced and

somehow stimulates ENaC surface expression. Image source: (86).

1.3.3 Pressure natriuresis

Renal autoregulation keeps the renal blood flow (RBF) and glomerular filtration

(GFR) rate constant when blood pressure varies between ~60 and ~150 mmHg. As a

result, both RBF and GFR remain relatively constant with increases in blood pressure.

This limits the effect of blood pressure in raising the glomerular blood flow and the

glomerular filtration (figure 5.).

This regulation is not perfect and thus increases in blood pressure do produce

increased excretion of salt and water. This phenomenon is called pressure natriuresis.

It is well established that pressure natriuresis plays a key role in long-term blood

pressure regulation (87), but our understanding of the mechanisms underlying this

process is incomplete. Pressure natriuresis is mainly mediated by inhibition of tubular

sodium reabsorption, because both total renal blood flow and glomerular filtration rate

are efficiently autoregulated. Because of the majority of the filtered sodium is

reabsorbed in the proximal nephron the studies mainly focused on finding the role of the

proximal nephron segments in the pressure natriuresis. Inhibition of active sodium

transport both in the proximal (88, 89) and distal tubules are likely to contribute to

pressure natriuresis.

Beside of these other mechanisms are also hypothesized to be taken part in this

phenomenon: increased renal interstitial hydrostatic pressure is believed to inhibit

sodium reabsorption by altering passive diffusion through paracellular pathways in

‘leaky’ tubular elements (90); the role of nitric oxide and products of cytochrome P450-

dependent arachidonic acid metabolites (91, 92) are proven in pressure natriuresis,

although their precise mechanisms remain to be determined.
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Figure 5. Upper panel: renal autoregulation – relationship between arterial pressure

and renal blood flow and glomerular filtration rate. Lower panel: pressure diuresis –

relationship between arterial pressure and urine output.

The key, unresolved question is: how does the kidney sense the increased renal

arterial pressure? One proposal rests on the notion that blood flow in the renal medulla

is poorly autoregulated, so that increased renal arterial pressure leads to increased renal

medullary blood flow, which, in turn, builds up renal increased interstitial hydrostatic

pressure. An alternative proposal favors the increased shear stress that is associated with

the autoregulation of renal blood flow. The shear stress releases nitric oxide and perhaps

products of cytochrome P450- dependent arachidonic acid metabolites, which, in turn,

drive the cascade of events that inhibit sodium reabsorption.
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To date the exact mechanism which is capable to describe the pressure

natriuresis phenomenon in details, is not known. This creates the possibility of

coexistence for several alternative theories. During my work I aimed to examine the role

of the Cx30 hemichannels in the ATP release, study their function in the control of the

distal nephron sodium reabsorption and in the pressure natriuresis.
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2. HYPOTHESIS AND SPECIFIC AIMS

2.1 TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK

In the current model of the TGF the input signal of the regulatory pathway is the

tubular [NaCl] at the MD area. However, the alteration in the tubular [NaCl] is not an

isolate change. NaCl is an osmotically active molecule. Whenever the tubular [NaCl] is

elevated it also means that more water and in consequence higher tubular flow reaches

the MD region. Because of this reason, changes in the tubular [NaCl] occur

simultaneously with the alteration in the tubular flow rate. MD cells are capable to

detect changes in the tubular [NaCl]. For the aforementioned reasons we suppose that

the MD cells are also capable to sense the changes in the tubular flow rate.

Former studies using different type of tissue (canin, rat and human) has already

reported that MD cells has a primer cilium (93, 94). Neither of these studies nor the

latter ones were trying to find the function of this cilium. Recently, Pretorius et al.

reported that cultured MDCK cells produce a Ca2+-coupled intracellular signaling after

flow stimuli (95). The author demonstrated that this response was due to the bending of

the primary cilium of the MDCK cells. We suppose that if the MD cells possess a

primary cilium than this might be the means how the MD cell might be able to detect

changes in the tubular flow rate.

Our specific aims were:

1. To examine if the TGF can be initiated by changing the tubular flow rate

per se without causing any alteration in the tubular [NaCl]

2. To find the tubular flow sensor in the distal tubule

3. To determine the effect of the changing tubular [NaCl] on the fluid flow

induced TGF

4. To identify the signaling pathway that is involved in the flow induced

TGF
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2.2 PREGLOMERULAR SPHINCTER

Previous observations from our earlier experiments suggested the existence of a

preglomerular capillary sphincter. The present studies were undertaken to characterize

this sphincter in more detail and to directly visualize it in function during TGF

activation by using state-of-the-art confocal imaging techniques.

Our specific aims were:

1. To visualize the preglomerular capillary sphincter both in vitro and in

vivo using two photon microscopy

2. To identify the cellular components involved in the formation of the

preglomerular capillary sphincter

3. To study the regulation of the preglomerular capillary sphincter

4. To examine if a similar postglomerular capillary sphincter exists at the

juxtaglomerular part of the efferent artery

2.3 CX30 – DISTAL NEPHRON ATP RELEASE

Accumulating evidences suggest that ATP is released via gap junctions (32, 58,

96, 97). In our laboratory Cx30 hemichannel was localized at the apical membrane of

the intercalated cells suggesting a release function and potential role in regulation of the

cortical collecting duct function. If we suppose that Cx30 is an ATP-permeable luminal

hemichannel -possible mechanosensor- and ATP-purinergic signaling inhibits renal Na+

and water reabsorption then Cx30 may be involved in the pressure-natriuresis and

diuresis phenomenon. To assess this theory, we applied our hypothesis in a pressure-

natriuresis model with modulation on protocol earlier described (98). In this model both

in vivo and in vitro we tried to demonstrate functional differences in the presence and in

the lack of Cx30. Previous pressure-natriuresis studies (88, 89, 99) focused on the

proximal tubule since the majority of the filtered sodium is reabsorbed in this segment

of the nephron. Besides the importance of the proximal nephron elements in Na+

reuptake, in our experiments we want to explore the “distal component” of the pressure-

natriuresis, the contribution of the CCD to this phenomenon.
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Our specific aims were:

1. To study if Cx30 hemichannel is capable releasing ATP using imaging

approach (biosensor technique and confocal microscope)

2. To examine the role of Cx30 in pressure natriuresis and diuresis

phenomenon in Cx30 animal model

3. To explore the contribution of the cortical collecting duct to the pressure

natriuresis

4. To test if the Cx30 is involved in the regulation of the pH homeostasis
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3. METHODS

3.1 MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPY

3.1.1 Fundamentals of the two-photon microscopy

Multiphoton excitation fluorescence microscopy is a state-of-the-art confocal

imaging technique ideal for deep optical sectioning of living tissues. Two-photon

excitation employs a concept first described by Maria Göppert-Mayer in her 1931

doctoral dissertation (100).

The concept of two-photon excitation is based on the idea that two photons of

low energy can excite a fluorophore in a quantum event, resulting in the emission of a

fluorescence photon, typically at a higher energy than either of the two excitatory

photons. The probability of the near-simultaneous absorption of two photons is

extremely low. Therefore a high flux of excitation photons is typically required, usually

a femtosecond laser.

The first pioneering researcher in the two-photon microscopy field was Winfried

Denk who combined the idea of two-photon absorption with the use of a laser scanner

(101). In two-photon excitation microscopy an infrared laser beam is focused through

an objective lens. Normally, the titanium-sapphire laser is used, which has a pulse width

of approximately 100 femtoseconds and a repetition rate of about 80 MHz, allowing the

high photon density and flux required for two photons absorption and is tunable across a

wide range of wavelengths.

The two-photon microscope is capable of performing ultrasensitive, quantitative

imaging of organ functions in health and disease (102) with high spatial and temporal

resolution which other imaging modalities cannot achieve (figure 6.).

The most commonly used fluorophores have excitation spectra in the 400–500

nm range, whereas the laser used to excite the fluorophores lies in the ~700–1000 nm

(infrared) range. If the fluorophore absorbs two infrared photons simultaneously, it will

absorb enough energy to be raised into the excited state. The fluorophore will then emit

a single photon with a wavelength that depends on the type of fluorophore used

(typically in the visible spectrum). Because two photons need to be absorbed to excite a
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Figure 6. Spatial resolution and detection sensitivity of different imaging techniques.

MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging, CT: Computed Tomography, CE MRI: Contrast

Enhancement MRI, US: Ultra Sound, TCT: Transmission CT, MRS: Magnetic

Resonance Spectroscopy, SPECT: Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography, BL:

Bioluminescence, PET: Positron Emission Tomography. Source of the image: (103).

fluorophore, the probability for fluorescent emission from the fluorophores increases

quadratically with the excitation intensity. Therefore, much more two-photon

fluorescence is generated where the laser beam is tightly focused than where it is more

diffuse. Effectively, fluorescence is observed in any appreciable amount in the focal
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volume, resulting in a high degree of rejection of out-of-focus objects. The fluorescence

from the sample is then collected by a high-sensitivity detector, such as a

photomultiplier tube. This observed light intensity becomes one pixel in the eventual

image; the focal point is scanned throughout a desired region of the sample to form all

the pixels of the image.

Figure 7. Excitation photobleaching pattern of single photon vs. multiphoton

excitation: dramatic difference between excitation modes in confocal (a) and

multiphoton microscopy (b). During confocal excitation there is a huge out-of-focus

absorption compared to single, punctuate pattern with no out-of-focus absorption

observed in two photon excitation. Source of the image: (104).

The use of infrared light to excite fluorophores in light-scattering tissue has

additional benefits (105). Longer wavelengths are scattered to a lesser degree than

shorter ones, which means greater portion of excitation light will reach the focal plane

(figure 7.). In addition, these lower-energy photons are less likely to cause damage

outside of the focal plane. There are several minor disadvantage in using two-photon

microscopy: pulsed lasers are generally much more expensive, the microscope requires

special optics to withstand the intense pulses, the two-photon absorption spectrum of a
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molecule may vary significantly from its one-photon counterpart, and wavelengths

greater than 1400 nm may be significantly absorbed by the water in living tissue.

3.1.2 Confocal- versus two-photon microscopy

In a confocal microscope (figure 8.), the excitation light is focused into the

specimen, and the fluorescence from that focal spot is captured by the objective lens,

passes cleanly through the pinhole, and reaches the detector. This fluorescence light is

the desired signal, but some of it can be scattered as it passes back through the

specimen. This scattered fluorescence does not pass through the pinhole, and is

therefore lost and not detected. These losses greatly reduce the detected fluorescence

signal. As the excitation light passes through the specimen, it may be absorbed or

scattered before it reaches the focus. If it is absorbed, it can generate fluorescence. Since

this fluorescence does not arise from the focal spot, it does not pass through the pinhole,

so it is not efficiently detected. However, a small portion of out-of-focus fluorescence

can be scattered into the pinhole, and then be detected. This fluorescence will create a

background fog that will be roughly constant across the image. This fog reduces the

dynamic range of the image, thus reducing the image contrast. Likewise, the scattered

excitation can generate fluorescence, and this fluorescence can also contribute to the

background fog.

In the two-photon excitation method (figure 8.) the excitation photons can be

scattered as in the confocal system. However, the probability of two photons being

scattered simultaneously to the same specimen location is essentially zero, and

consequently, the background fog that plagues confocal imaging in thick specimens is

not generated in two-photon excitation. In addition, a larger amount of the excitation

light reaches the focal plane due to the reduced out-of-focus absorption and the

decreased scattering of the longer-wavelength two-photon excitation light. Importantly,

the generated fluorescence, even if scattered, has an increased likelihood of being

detected by the photomultiplier tube because no pinhole is present to block it. This

insensitivity to scattering effects and absence of out-of-focus absorption allow for the

preservation of the full image contrast from considerable depth within specimens.
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Figure 8. The scheme of the confocal- and the two-photon microscope. Blue and red

lines refer to the excitation lights in confocal- and two-photon microscope, respectively.

While the emitted fluorescent light is shown in green.

3.1.3 Application of the two-photon microscopy

The two-photon microscopy is offering not only the advantages of confocal

microscopy, but is also capable visualizing intact living tissue with minimal

phototoxicity and high, subcellular resolution (104). In combination with in vitro

experimental models, both cortical and medullary structures freshly dissected from the

rabbit kidney have been successfully visualized (106). Since multiphoton microscopy

can section through an entire glomerulus (approximately 100 m in diameter), it has

been used with the isolated microperfused afferent arteriole (AA)–glomerulus technique

to study dynamic processes of (juxta)glomerular structures (106-116). For more than a

decade, multiphoton microscopy has been successfully used with various in vitro and in

vivo experimental approaches to study many functions of different organs, including the

kidney.
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The first years after multiphoton microscopy became commercially available

(around 1995) heralded the ‘awe’ period of in vivo organ imaging. The emphasis,

Figure 9. In vivo multiphoton image of a Munich-Wistar rat glomerulus. The plasma

was labeled by high molecular weight (70 kDa) dextran conjugated rhodamine (red).

The black lines in the capillary loops are the streaming, unlabelled (black) red and

white blood cells. B: Bowman-space that is labeled by of the fluid marker Lucifer

Yellow. The arrows points at the unlabelled podocytes, the arrowhead shows the

endothelial cell that is stained green due to the endocytosis of the Lucifer Yellow. *

indicated the intraglomerular macrophages that have taken up the 70kDa dextran

conjugated rhodamine. Scale is 10m.
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however, soon shifted from generating aesthetic images to the development of

quantitative imaging techniques for the evaluation of organ function. Studies aimed to

establish new procedures or to extend existing methods in fluorescence imaging to

directly observe and quantify basic physiological parameters of the kidney (107-109)

including single-nephron glomerular filtration rate, glomerular permeability, blood

flow, tubular flow, tubular reabsorption, urinary concentration/dilution, renin content

and release, as well as more integrated and complex functions like the tubuloglomerular

feedback mediated oscillations in glomerular filtration and tubular flow (107).

Moreover, this technique is capable to visualize the ultrafine structure of organs in

subcellular level in vivo (figure 9.): dynamic processes such as glomerular filtration

(108, 109), proximal tubule endocytosis (110), apoptosis (108), microvascular function

(108, 111), protein expression (112), and renal cysts (113) have been visualized and

studied down to the subcellular resolution. A ratiometric intravital two-photon

microscopy technique based on the generalized polarity concept has been recently

applied to quantify glomerular filtration and tubular reabsorption (109). Yu et al. (114)

also reported a new ratiometric measurement technique based on intravital fluorescence

microscopy that allows rapid evaluations of renal function in rodent models. By using

this technique, plasma clearance rates of a fluorescent GFR marker can be measured in

less than 5 min after a bolus infusion of a fluorescent dye mixture into the blood stream.

Intravital multiphoton imaging provided evidence for intense proximal tubular

reabsorption of negatively charged macromolecules (albumin and dextran), which

provided further explanation for their low content in the urine (111, 115).

Intravital multiphoton microscopy was used to directly visualize fenestrations of

the AA endothelium in the renin-expressing segment first described by Rosivall (116)

and bulk fluid flow in the JGA originating from the afferent arteriolar ultrafiltration of

plasma into the JGA interstitium as well as the flow of glomerular filtrate in the

Bowman’s space back into the extraglomerular mesangium (116). Labeling the AA

endothelium by the endocytosis of the fluid marker Lucifer Yellow revealed the

heterogeneity of the preglomerular vasculature (figure 10.).
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Figure 10. In vivo multiphoton image of a mouse glomerulus (G). The endotelium of

the afferent arteriole (AA) was labeled by the endocytosis of the fluid marker Lucifer

Yellow. Note, the intense labeling of the proximal AA as opposed to the punctuate

pattern at the juxtaglomerular segment of the AA: the intravascular space was labeled

by high molecular weight (70 kDa) dextran-rhodamine B (red), the nuclei of the cells

were stained by Hoechst 33342 (blue), the renin content of the AA by quinacrine

(green). Scale is 10m.

Lucifer yellow stained the proximal and juxtaglomerular AA endothelium

segments differently. In the proximal portion, the endothelium appeared as a solid and

intensely fluorescent line, but it was weakly fluorescent with a discontinuous linear

pattern in the juxtaglomerular segment (figure 10.). These observations, as a part of a

bigger study, concluded that significant and dynamic fluid flow exists in the JGA,

which may help filter the released renin into the renal interstitium (endocrine function).
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It may also modulate TGF and renin signals in the JGA (hemodynamic function). These

findings challenge the existing paradigm of the stable and isolated JGA environment.

3.2 TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK

3.2.1 Animals

C57BL6 mice were bred and used in accordance with the Institutional Animal

Care and Use Committee at the University of Southern California. For anesthesia

100mg/mL/100g bw. Inactin was used.

3.2.2 Immunohistochemistry

C57/BL6 mice were anesthetized with 100mg/mL Inactin. Animal was infused

with PBS to wash the blood cells out of the circulation. Kidneys were fixed in situ by

perfusion of 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. The tissues were harvested and coronal

kidney sections were then post-fixed overnight at 4°C in 4% paraformaldehyde and

embedded in paraffin. Subsequently, 5-µm sections of the paraffin block were

deparaffinized in toluene and rehydrated through graded ethanol. To retrieve antigens

and enable immunostaining on paraformaldehyde-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue, the

sections were heated in PBS in a microwave for 20 minutes and then allowed to cool in

the PBS for 40 minutes. To reduce nonspecific binding, sections were blocked for 30

min with 20% normal goat serum in PBS. Monoclonal antibody against acetylated alpha

tubulin (Sigma Aldrich, Saint Louis, Missouri) was used on paraffin-embedded mouse

sections. Sections were subjected to microwave antigen retrieval (for 10 min) before

staining and blocked for 1 hour with PBS-Tween containing 1% goat serum. Samples

were incubated overnight at 4°C with 1:100 dilution of anti-acetylated alpha tubulin,

1:500 Alexa 594-conjugated secondary antibody (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for 1 hour,

and Vectashield mounting medium containing DAPI for nuclear labeling (Vector

Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).

3.2.3 In vitro isolated and microperfused glomerulus – JGA

Individual glomeruli with afferent arteriole and attached MD segment were

freehand dissected from kidneys of C57/BL6 mice and perfused in vitro using similar
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method described previously (117).Briefly, AA was canulated, stained with Fluo-4 (1

μM, 25˚C, 15 min.) for intracellular Ca2+ imaging and perfused with Ringer’s solution

in each experiment. In the first approach, the cTAL was removed so that the MD plaque

remained intact and accessible from the bath (figure 13.), as opposed to the double

perfusion model, in which the cTAL remained intact and attached to the glomerulus.

Whenever the MD plaque was unable to be visualized or was damaged, causing strong

vasoconstriction of the AA, those tissues were excluded from our study. Dissection

solution was an isosmotic, low NaCl–containing Ringer’s solution consisting of (in

mM): 25 NaCl, 120 N-methyl-D-glucamine cyclamate (NMDG cyclamate), 5 KCl, 1

MgSO4, 1.6 Na2HPO4, 0.4 NaH2PO4, 1.5 CaCl2, 5 D-glucose, and 10 HEPES.

Dissection was performed at 4°C. An individual glomerulus was transferred to a

chamber mounted on an inverted fluorescent microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200M). The

tissue was bathed in Ringer’s solution and the temperature was maintained at 37°C.

TGF was induced by either of the following stimuli: (A) Laminar flow applied directly

on the MD apical surface using different [NaCl] concentration solutions (0, 10, 80,

135mM [NaCl]). When removing NaCl from the solution, NaCl was isosmotically

substituted with NMDG cyclamate, KCl with potassium gluconate, and CaCl2 with

calcium gluconate to achieve a [NaCl] of 0, 10 or 80mM. In separate groups,

furosemide (100μM, 10min. incubation) was also added to 0mM NaCl–containing

Ringer’s solution to inhibit NKCC2; separately tempol (100μm, 10min incubation) to

eliminate the flow-induced generation of reactive oxygen species; and finally suramin

(50μM, 10min. incubation) to block the purinergic signaling. Fluid flow was 20nL/min.

(B) Bending MD cilia directly with a glass micropipette under no-flow condition.

Primary cilium of the MD cells were bended by moving a micropipette parallel with and

close to the luminal membrane of the MD cells without touching the apical surface of

the cells. (C) Perfusing the intact cTAL by different [NaCl] solutions (10, 80mM

[NaCl]). In a separate group furosemide (100μM, 10min. incubation) was also added to

10mM NaCl–containing Ringer’s solution. Fluid flow was 20nL/min.

In all approaches, TGF was observed as an elevation in the intracellular Ca2+

concentration of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) of the AA, and as a

consequence a reduction in the diameter of the AA. Data were collected in every 2 sec

by Stallion imaging software (Intelligent Imaging Innovations, Inc.).
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3.2.4 Data analysis

Numerical data are the mean  s.e.m. Statistical significance was determined by

using two-tailed Student’s t-test. The  value was set at 0.05 for statistical significance.

3.3 PREGLOMERULAR SPHICTER

3.3.1 In vitro isolated and microperfused afferent arteriole-JGA-glomerulus

A superficial afferent arteriole with its glomerulus and attached distal tubule

containing the MD was microdissected from kidneys of New Zealand white female

rabbits (500 g, Harlan) as described before (54). All animal protocols have been

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of

Southern California. Briefly, animals were randomly placed on low-salt (TD 90188,

0.01% NaCl), or regular (8630 Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI, USA, 0.3% NaCl) diet for

one week. Animals had free access to tap water. Dissection and bath media were

prepared from DMEM (DME mixture F-12; Sigma) with the addition of 1.2 g/l

NaHCO3. Before use, this solution was aerated with 95% O2 – 5% CO2 for 45 min, and

pH was adjusted to 7.4. When used as a dissection medium, 3% fetal bovine serum

(Hyclone) was added. The arteriole was perfused with a modified Krebs-Ringer-HCO3

buffer containing (in mM) 115 NaCl, 5 KCl, 25 NaHCO3, 0.96 NaH2PO4, 0.24

Na2HPO4, 1.2 MgSO4, 1.2 CaCl2, 5.5 D-glucose, and perfusion pressure was

maintained at around 50 mmHg throughout the experiment. The tubular perfusate was

an isosmotic, low NaCl containing Ringer’s solution consisting of (in mM): 10 NaCl,

135 N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMDG) cyclamate, 5 KCl, 1 MgSO4, 1.6 Na2HPO4, 0.4

NaH2PO4, 1.5 CaCl2, 5 D-glucose, and 10 N -2-hydroxyethyl-piperazine-N' -2-

ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES). TGF was initiated by switching to a similar Ringer’s

solution in which [NaCl] was increased from 10 to 80 mM. Isosmolality of this solution

was maintained by reducing NMDG cyclamate to 65 mM. The tubule segment was

cannulated and perfused at a baseline rate of 10 nl/min. The bath was identical to the

arteriolar perfusate and was continuously aerated with 95% O2 – 5% CO2, and

exchanged at a rate of 1 ml/min. The preparation was kept in the dissection solution and

also, temperature was kept at 4˚C until cannulation of the arteriole and tubule was

completed, and then gradually raised to 37˚C for the remainder of the experiment.
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3.3.2 In vivo imaging of the kidney

Male Munich-Wistar rats (Irish Farms, Norco, CA) weighing 210–280 g were

used for in vivo experiments. Under thiobutabarbital sodium anesthesia (Inactin, 100

mg/kg body wt, ip.), the right femoral vein was cannulated for fluorescent dye

administration. From a dorsal incision, the kidney was exteriorized with intact blood

flow and innervation. The animal was placed on the stage of an inverted microscope

with the exposed kidney placed in a coverslip-bottomed heated chamber bathed in

normal saline. The kidney was visualized from below as described by Dunn et al (108)

(figure 11.).

Figure 11. Model of the intravital imaging of live, intact rodent kidney. After dorsal

incision the left kidney was exteriorized and the animal was positioned on the stage of

the inverted microscope, in a coverslip-bottomed, Krebs-Ringer solution bathed heated

chamber. Also, the animal was wrapped in a heating blanket. Source if image: (108).

3.3.3 Multiphoton confocal laser scanning fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescence imaging was performed using a Leica TCS SP2 AOBS MP

confocal microscope system (Leica Microsystems, Heidelberg, Germany). A Leica DM

IRE2 inverted microscope was powered by a wideband, fully automated, infrared (710-

920nm) combined photo-diode pump laser and mode-locked titanium:sapphire laser
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(Mai-Tai, Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA) for multiphoton excitation, and/or by

orange (HeNe 594nm/2mW), green (HeNe 543nm/1.2mW) and blue (Ar 458nm/5mW;

476nm/5mW; 488nm/20mW; 514nm/20mW) lasers for conventional, one photon-

excitation confocal microscopy. Images were collected in time-series (xyt) with Leica

LCS imaging software. Several fluorophores were used to specifically label the

structure of the afferent arteriole-glomerulus complex including Hoechst 33342 (3μM

perfusate, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) to stain cell nuclei blue, Quinacrine (5μM

perfusate) to selectively label individual renin granules of the terminal part of the

afferent arteriole, and the cell membrane marker R-18 (2 µM, Molecular Probes).

For calcium imaging, the preparations were loaded via the arteriolar perfusate

with Fluo-4 AM and Fura Red AM (10 µM each, Invitrogen) dissolved in dimethyl

sulfoxide. Loading required ~15 min, after which fluorescent dyes were removed from

both lumen. A ~20 min incubation of the preparation with the control perfusion

solutions was allowed to permit stabilization of fluorescent signals. After experiments,

Fluo-4/ Fura Red ratios were calculated.

For in vivo imaging, water-soluble fluorophores were used to tag renin secretory

granules in the afferent arteriole (quinacrine, 100 µl of 25 mM stock per animal) and to

label the circulating blood (serum) (rhodamine-conjugated 70,000 Da MW dextran, 100

µl of 10mg/ml stock per animal, Molecular Probes). Further technical details of imaging

renin content of juxtaglomerular granular cells and renal tissues in vitro using this

approach have been recently reviewed (54).

3.3.4 Materials

The following pharmacological agents were used in these experiments: 100 µM

furosemide, a blocker of the Na:2Cl:K cotransporter; 50 µM of the non-selective

purinergic receptor blocker suramin; 100 µM 8-cyclopentyl-1,3-dipropylxanthine

(DPCPX), a selective adenosine A1 receptor blocker. Chemicals, if not indicated, were

purchased from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA.

3.3.5 Immunohistochemistry

Sprague-Dawley rats (200g, Harlan, Madison, WI) were anesthetized with

100mg/mL Inactin and their kidneys were fixed in situ by perfusion of 4%
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paraformaldehyde in PBS. Coronal kidney sections were then post-fixed overnight at

4°C in 4% paraformaldehyde and embedded in paraffin. Subsequently, 5-µm sections of

the paraffin block were deparaffinized in toluene and rehydrated through graded

ethanol. To retrieve antigens and enable immunostaining on paraformaldehyde-fixed

paraffin-embedded tissue, the sections were heated in PBS in a microwave for 20

minutes and then allowed to cool in the PBS for 40 minutes. To reduce nonspecific

binding, sections were blocked for 30 min with 20% normal goat serum in PBS.

Sections were then incubated with a mouse monoclonal α-smooth muscle actin antibody

(Sigma) at a 1:400 dilution for one hour and washed in PBS. Sections were labeled with

an Alexa Fluor 594 conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody (Molecular Probes) for one

hour at a dilution of 1:500 and again washed. Sections were counterstained with

quinacrine (25mM) at a 1:700 dilution for 10 minutes. Following a wash step, sections

were mounted with Vectashield mounting media containing the nuclear stain DAPI

(Vector Laboratories) and examined with a Leica TCS SP2 confocal microscope.

3.3.6 Data Analysis

Numerical data are the mean  s.e.m. Statistical significance was determined by

using paired t-test and ANOVA. The  value was set at 0.05 for statistical significance.

3.4 CX30 – DISTAL NEPHRON ATP RELEASE

3.4.1 Animals

The Cx30-/- mouse model was established and described previously (118). Wild

type and Cx30-/- mice (C57BL6 background) were bred at the University of Southern

California. All animal protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and

Use Committee of USC. Genotype was confirmed by PCR of tail biopsies.

3.4.2 Immunohistochemistry

Rabbit polyclonal anti-Cx30 antibodies were purchased from Zymed

Laboratories Inc. (San Francisco, CA) and used as described (59). Briefly, after fixation

and blocking, wild type and Cx30-/- mouse kidney sections were incubated with Cx30

antibodies at a 1:50 dilution overnight and washed in PBS. Sections were then
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incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG and enhanced

with Alexa Fluor 594 labeled tyramide signal amplification according to the instructions

of the manufacturer (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). After a wash step, sections were

mounted with Vectashield mounting media containing the nuclear stain DAPI (Vector

Laboratories, Burlingame, OR) and examined with a Leica TCS SP2 confocal

microscope (Leica Microsystems, Heidelberg, Germany).

3.4.3 Different approaches to detect ATP release

During the past two decades, several cell membrane receptors, which

preferentially bind extracellular nucleotides and their analogs, have been identified.

These receptors are known as nucleotide receptors or "purinergic" receptors. At the

beginning the receptor characterization and the measurement of ATP release was

difficult due to the fast ATP metabolism by ectonucleotidases (57), the generally high

sensitivity of the receptors to several ATP metabolites. These obstacles made possible

the coexistence of different ATP detection approaches:

● luciferin-luciferase assay: ATP is consumed immediately by the luciferase

enzyme on a millisecond time scale. This ATP is the energy source for the following

biochemical reaction:

luciferin + ATP → luciferyl adenylate + PPi

luciferyl adenylate + O2 → oxyluciferin + AMP + 1 photon

This bioluminescence detection of ATP is equivalent to the consumption of ATP

by luciferase: one photon collected for every molecule of ATP. However, this is a

highly sensitive assay (capable of detection even nanomolar quantities of ATP) this

approach has its own limitation: it is designed for cell culture application; ATP is

consumed by other enzymes like ectonucleotidase which results in a 10-15%

underestimation of the total ATP concentration (119).

● atomic force microscopy method: this technique uses atomic microscope tips 

coated with the myosin subfragment S1, which has a high affinity for ATP and changes

shape on ATP hydrolysis. The myosin tips are placed next to a cell, bind the ATP as it

is released, and the myosin in the tips responds by changing shape (120).
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● biosensor technique: a single, non-excitable cell serves as an ATP detector.

This cell sui generis or via transfection should express purinergic receptor(s). After

loading the biosensor cell with intracellular Ca2+ indicator, the ATP release can be

detected as a change in the fluorescence intensity, subsequently the Ca2+ influx. The

strengths of this approach are the sensitivity in micromolar ATP concentration range,

the easy application in cell culture or tissue models. The slight differences between each

cell in responsiveness to ATP can be mentioned as potential pitfall of this technique

(121).

In our experiment we chose the biosensor technique to measure ATP release due

to the easy application in dissected tubular models and the adequate sensitivity.

Although, we can confirm the concern of the variability caused by the difference in

ATP sensitivity of the biosensor cell, however in our hand this problem seemed less

critical.

3.4.4 ATP biosensor technique

Animals were anesthetized and after midline, abdominal incision one kidney was

removed, placed into ice cold dissection solution containing DME mixture- F12, 1.2 g/L

H2CO3, 3% FBS, and sliced into 2-4 mm slices. CCDs were free-hand dissected at 4˚C

and partially split-open to provide access to the luminal cell surface, and placed into a

temperature controlled chamber containing oxygenated Krebs-Ringer solution. Then,

tubules were perfused in the 0 to 20 nl/min range (32) with a solution containing (in

mM) 25 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1 MgSO4, 1.6 NaHPO4, 0.4 NaH2PO4, 5 D-Glu, 1.5 CaCl2, 110

NMDG-cyclamate, 10 HEPES. In some experiments, bath osmolality was reduced from

300 to 270 mOsm/kg by adding 10% volume distilled water. Intercalated cells were

labeled by 0.02 mg/mL Alexa Fluor594-peanut lectin (122), and principal cells by 25

μM quinacrine (123). Following cannulation and perfusion of a microdissected CCD, a

small group of Fluo-4 and Fura Red (1 μM and 3 μM respectively , 25˚C, 15 min + 250

μM sulfinpyrazone) -loaded PC12 cells (ATCC) were gently positioned in direct contact

with the apical surface of PCs or ICs. After positioning the biosensor cells, a short (10

min) equilibration period was given. These PC12 cells were used as biosensors of

freshly released extracellular ATP based on changes in their [Ca2+]ic as described

before (28). Fluo-4 (excitation at 488 nm, emission at 520 ± 20 nm) and Fura Red
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(excitation at 488 nm, emission at >600 nm) fluorescence were detected using a Leica

TCS SP2 AOBS MP confocal microscope system (Leica Microsystems, Heidelberg,

Germany) and fluorescence was calibrated to [Ca2+]ic as described before (32). In some

experiments PC12 cells were preincubated with the purinergic receptor blocker suramin

(50 μM). Each perfused CCD was dissected from a different animal.

3.4.5 Pressure-natriuresis measurements

10-13 week old Cx30+/+ mice (n=8) and Cx30-/- littermates (n=6) were

anesthetized using the combination of Ketamine and Inactin (10 mg/100 g bw each).

The surgery was carried out on a temperature controlled mouse operating pad (Vestavia

Scientific, Birmingham, AL). Trachea was cannulated to facilitate breathing, and

cannula were inserted into the carotid artery to perform continuous blood pressure

measurements by BP-1 Blood Pressure Monitor (World Precision Instruments Inc,

Sarasota, FL), and into the femoral vein for iv. infusion. The abdominal aorta (distal to

the renal artery) and then the mesenteric artery were ligated in order to elevate blood

pressure in a stepwise manner. A catheter was placed into the bladder to collect urine.

The operation was followed by a 15-min equilibration period. Renal functions were then

determined over three consecutive 20-min periods: (i) control, (ii) first elevation period

in which the abdominal aorta was compressed, (iii) followed by the second elevation

period in which the mesenteric artery was additionally ligated. In each period, urine and

blood samples were collected to perform volume, Na+ and K+ measurements.

Immediately after blood collection (70µL/sample), mice received an equivalent amount

of donor mouse whole blood, collected a few hours prior to the experiment. A

schematic drawing of the experimental setup is given in figure 12.
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operation control elevation #1 elevation #2equilibrium

20 min

20 min

20 min

15 min

hormone infusion

FITC-inulin bolus

hormone + FITC-inulin infusion

B, U collectionB, U collectionB, U collectionB, U collection

operation control elevation #1 elevation #2equilibrium

20 min

20 min

20 min

15 min

hormone infusion

FITC-inulin bolus

hormone + FITC-inulin infusion

B, U collectionB, U collectionB, U collectionB, U collection

Figure 12. Experimental setup of the pressure-natriuresis in vivo study. The operation

and the subsequent 15-min. equilibrium were followed by 3 consecutive 20-min period.

In the elevation #1 the abdominal aorta, in the elevation #2 the mesenteric arteries were

ligated. B: blood, U: urine.

3.4.6 Volumen supply

Animals had free access to drinking water till the day of experiment. After

femoral vein cannulation, the animal was given a 0.35 μL/g bw/min continuous infusion

containing 30mg/mL BSA, and a ”hormone cocktail” (1 μg/mL norepinephrine, 0.5

ng/mL arginine vasopressin, 0.2 mg/mL hydrocortisone and 0.2 μg/mL aldosterone), as

described before (98). Throughout the experiment haematocrit was measured

(Damon/IEC MB Centrifuge) to control the speed of the infusion (figure 12.).

3.4.7 GFR calculation

After surgery, mice were given a 1.75 μL/g bolus containing 5 mg/mL FITC-

inulin, and a continuous 0.35 μL/g bw/min hormone infusion containing 5 mg/mL
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FITC-inulin. FITC-inulin concentrations in blood and urine were determined by a

cuvette-based PTI system (Photon Technology International), excitation at 480nm and

emission at 530nm. GFR was calculated using the U*V/P equation (figure 12.).

3.4.8 Na+, K+, Cl- and HCO3
-measurements

Blood samples were centrifuged at 8 rpm for 8 min (Eppendorf Centrifuge

5415R). Serum was separated. The Na+ and K+ content of the serum were determined

using a flame photometer (FLM 3 Radiometer Copenhagen) (figure 12.). Plasma Cl- and

HCO3
- levels were measured in the USC Hospital clinical laboratory.

3.4.9 Plasma aldosterone and arginine-vasopressin measurement

After the equilibration period blood, before the animals received the hormone

infusion, blood was collected for aldosterone, arginine-vasopressin and ion

measurements. The plasma aldosterone level was determined using Aldosterone ELISA

kit (Alpha Diagnostic, San Antonio, TX, USA), the plasma arginine-vasopressin level

was measured by AVP EIA Kit (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA).

3.4.10 High salt diet

Wild type (n=19) and Cx30-/- (n=19) mice were kept on normal (0.3%) or high-

salt (8% NaCl + 0.45% NaCl in drinking water) diet for two weeks. Some animals

received benzamil (1.4mg/kg/day ip.), a selective inhibitor of the ENaC during the

second week. Mice were anesthetized and blood pressure was measured through the

cannulated carotid artery, as described above in Pressure-natriuresis measurements.

3.4.11 Western blot analysis of renal epithelial transporters expression

Manually dissected slices of kidney cortex was homogenized in a buffer

containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EGTA, pH 7.0, and a protease inhibitor cocktail

(BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA). 40 µg of protein was separated on a 4-20% SDS-PAGE

and transferred onto PVDF membrane. The blots were blocked for a minimum of 1 hour

with Odyssey Blocking Buffer (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln NE) at room temperature.

This was followed by an incubation of the primary antibody (1:3000 αENaC, gift from

Dr. Alicia McDonough, Los Angeles, CA) for 3 hrs at room temp, 1:250 NKCC2 (gift
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from Carolyn Ecelbarger, Washington, DC) 4º C overnight, NHE3 1:750, (gift from Dr.

Alicia McDonough, Los Angeles, CA) and NCC 1:500 overnight, (gift from Dr. David

Ellison, Portland, OR) along with beta-Actin (1:5000, ABCam, Cambridge, MA) in

2.5mL 1x PBS (OmniPUR from VWR, San Dimas, CA), 2.5mL Odyssey Blocking

Buffer (LI-COR Biosciences) and 5.0µL Tween 20 ( Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MI)

solution. After washing with PBS-T (1x PBS plus 1:1000 Tween 20), blots were

incubated in 2.5 mL PBS, 2.5 mL Blocking Buffer, 5.0 µL Tween 20 and 5.0 µL 10%

SDS, with either a goat anti-mouse or goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:15000 LI-

COR Biosciences), and visualized with Odyssey Infrared Imaging System, Western

Blot Analysis (LI-COR Biosciences).

3.4.12 RT-PCR of purinergic receptors

Total RNA was purified from whole kidneys of Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- mice using a

Total RNA Mini Kit (Biorad). RNA was quantified using spectrophotometry and

reverse-transcribed to single-stranded cDNA using avian reverse-transcritpase and

random hexamers according to the instructions of the manufacturer (Thermoscript RT-

PCR system, Invitrogen). 2 μL of cDNA was amplified using a master mix containing

Taq polymerase (Invitrogen) and the primers each at a final concentration of 100 μM.

The primer sequences and expected band sizes for various Cx and ATP receptors were

described before (59, 124, 125). The PCR reaction was carried out for 30 cycles of the

following: 94°C for 30 seconds, 55.4°C for 30 seconds, and 72°C for 30 seconds. The

PCR product was analyzed on a 2% agarose gel.

3.4.13 Data analysis

Numerical data are the mean  s.e.m. Statistical significance was determined by

using paired ANOVA and Bonferroni test for the pot hoc comparison. The  value was

set at 0.05 for statistical significance.
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4. RESULTS

4.1 TUBULOGLOMERULAT FEEDBACK

4.1.1 The flow induced feedback mechanism

In order to examine if MD cells are able to respond to changes in tubular fluid

flow a single glomerulus with attached AA was dissected. The MD region was explored

by removal of the adjacent cTAL parts. This way the MD cells become freely accessible

from the bath. The MD cells were approached by a glass perfusion pipette (as shown in

figure 13.) and solutions with different [NaCl] were applied with a constant 20nL/min

flow rate. The feedback response was detected based on the elevation in the [Ca2+]ic

and the vasoconstriction of the AA. The [Ca2+]ic of the VSMC was continuously

monitored over the citoplasmic region of the cells. The flow induced significant [Ca2+]ic

elevation in the VSMCs (Fluo-4 F/Fo: 2.290.13, 2.210.10, 2.080.21, 2.150.13;

[NaCl] in mM: 135, 80, 10, 0 respectively, in all cases p0.05 – as opposed to the

control where no flow stimulus happened 1.020.01) followed by a subsequent

vasoconstriction of the AA. Interestingly, in some experiments it was possible to

identify two separate responsive regions of the AA: a juxtaglomerular or proximal and a

distal region. These two regions were connected by a vascular segment identified as the

renin positive part of the AA based on the highly granulated morphology of the smooth

muscle cells. After repeated flow stimuli the elevation in the [Ca2+]ic of the VSMCs and

the vasoconstriction did not show any sign of desensitization (figure 13.C).

TGF related [Ca2+]ic elevations were also detected in the podocytes (Fluo-4

F/Fo: 1.280.02, p0.05). The [Ca2+]ic elevations in the podocytes were identical to that

which has been observed in the AA VSMCs, in terms of the absence of desensitation. In

addition to the involvement of the preglomerular artery and the podocytes in the flow-

induced TGF, the whole mesangium responded to flow (figure 13.A-B). Simultaneously

with the [Ca2+]ic elevations the diameter of the whole glomerular tuft also reduced

(figure 13.A-B).
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Figure 13. Direct stimulation of the macula densa (MD) by increased flow. DIC

image of an afferent arteriole (AA)-attached glomerulus preparation in which the tubule

segments surrounding the MD were completely removed. The apical surface of MD

cells was directly accessible from the bath with a perfusion pipette (PP). Compared to

control (A), the application of laminar flow from the PP (0mM NaCl solution) directly

to the MD apical surface (20 nl/min) produced vasoconstriction of the AA and

elevations in VSMC [Ca2+]ic (B). Arrows indicate the sites of vasoconstriction. Note

that not only the AA but also the whole glomerulus contracts. AA: afferent arteriole,

MD: macula densa. Scale is 20μm. Representative [Ca2+]ic recordings of the VSMCs in

the AA during flow-induced TGF. The flow stimulus (20 nl/min) was achieved by using

0mM NaCl solution. When the same maneuver was repeated 5 times within 4 min, the

response showed no signs of desensitization.
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Applying fluid flow directly to the MD cells surface induced -the so far

described- TGF regardless of the [NaCl] of the applied solution (figure 14.). As the

[NaCl] of the perfusion solution was reduced the [Ca2+]ic responses become slightly

smaller, however statistically significant difference between the stimuli was not found

(p=0.52 when response achieved by 135mM and 0mM [NaCl] solution was compared).

To further investigate the involvement of the NKCC2 cotransporter in the

mechanism of the flow-induced TGF, furosemide (100μm) was applied. The inhibition

of the NKCC2 cotransporter (0mM [NaCl] + furosemide) resulted in the same [Ca2+]ic

elevation of the VSMCs (Fluo-4 F/Fo: 1.990.04, p0.05) as was achieved by the 0mM

[NaCl] solution alone.

Figure 14. Summary of AA smooth muscle cell [Ca2+]ic and the AA internal diameter

changes during MD fluid flow-induced TGF using the open MD plaque preparation.

Flow rate at the MD was increased from zero to 20 nl/min. The tissue was bathed in

135 mM NaCl-containing Ringer’s solution in all preparations. N numbers are shown
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in each column. *: P<0.05 compared to no-flow baseline). A: Significant [Ca2+]ic

responses were observed regardless of the applied fluid [NaCl]. Parallel to the

elevation in [Ca2+]ic reduction (#:p<0.05 compared to no-flow baseline) in the AA

internal diameter (ID) was detected. Even the application of 0mM [NaCl] perfusion

solution containing 100μM furosemide (NKCC2 cotransport inhibitor) induced TGF.

Flow stimulus after removal of the MD cells failed to induce TGF.

4.1.2 Comparing the salt and the flow effect

Using the open MD approach (when parts of the cTAL were removed except for

the MD) we showed that flow per se is capable to induce TGF. However, only slight,

statistically non significant additional elevation in [Ca2+]ic of VSMC was observed

when [NaCl] was elevated in the perfusion solution (figure 14.). To clarify whether

Figure 15. Summary of AA smooth muscle cell [Ca2+]ic and the AA internal diameter

changes during MD fluid flow-induced TGF using the intact cTAL-double perfusion

model. Using 10mM [NaCl] solution, the application of fluid flow evoked significant
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[Ca2+]ic elevations and vasoconstriction in the AA VSMCs. When 80mM [NaCl]

solution was used, significantly higher [Ca2+]ic elevations were observed (§: P<0.05).

Preincubation with 100μM tubular furosemide did not alter the magnitude of flow-

induced TGF using 10mM [NaCl] solution.

elevated [NaCl] perfusion solution and tubular flow together has an additional effect we

repeated the perfusion experiments using double perfusion model. Single glomerulus

with attached AA and intact cTAL was dissected and both were perfused. When the

cTAL was perfused with 80mM [NaCl] solution at flow rate of 20nL/min significant

[Ca2+]ic elevation in VSMCs (Fluo-4 F/Fo 1.450.11, p0.05) and vasoconstriction was

observed (figure 15.). If [NaCl] was reduced to 10mM and the same maneuver was

repeated similar elevation in [Ca2+]ic (Fluo-4 F/Fo 0.980.01 vs. 1.240.07, p0.05)

and reduction in the vessel diameter were observed. However, this response was

significantly reduced (p0.05) compared to that recorded using 80mM [NaCl] solution.

Besides, when 10mM [NaCl] solution was supplemented with furosemide (100μm) the

[Ca2+]ic elevation in VSMCs was the same (Fluo-4 F/Fo: 1.230.08) compared to that

achieved only with the application of the 10mM [NaCl] solution.
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4.1.3 The identification of the flow sensor

As described earlier in mouse, rat and human tissue we wanted to confirm that

the MD cells have cilia. Labeling mouse sections with α-tubulin, a ubiquitous

component of the epithelial cilium, we also identified 5-8μm long cilia on the apical

surface of the MD cells. Each MD cell possesses one, primary cilium (figure 16.).

G

MD

G

MD

Figure 16. Immunofluorescence labeling of α-tubulin in the mouse kidney. Each MD

cell has one, 5-8μm long primary cilium (red) at the apical membrane.

Autofluorescence (green) was used as a background to visualize tissue structure.

G: glomerulus, MD: macula densa cells. Scale is 10 μm.
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Figure 17. Stimulation of the macula densa (MD) by directly bending their apical

cilia with a glass micropipette under no flow conditions. Representative DIC (A-B) and

fluorescent [Ca2+]ic images (Fluo-4 labeling: green, C-D) before (A, C) and after (B,

D) TGF was induced by moving the micropipette parallel with and close to the MD

luminal membrane without touching the apical surface of the cells. E: Changes in Fluo-

4 intensity in VSMCs of the afferent arteriole (AA) after repeated mechanical stimuli in
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the same preparation by cilia bending (as shown in A-B). In contrast, direct poking of

MD cells with the pipette produced no changes in VSMC [Ca2+]ic. F: Summary of the

cilia bending data: [Ca2+]ic elevations measured at the AA VSMCs (*:p<0.001

compared to the control), and internal diameter changes measured in the AA (§:

P<0.05 compared to the control). N numbers are shown in each column. P:

micropipette. Scale is 20μm.

4.1.4 Bending the cilium of the MD cell

In order to examine if the primary cilium is responsible for the flow-induced

TGF the bending of the primary cilium of the MD cells was studied. Tissue was

dissected in the same way as presented in the figure 13. MD cells were stimulated by

the movement of a thin (5μm diameter) pipette. The pipette was moved parallel to the

apical surface of the MD cells without touching the apical membrane of the cells (figure

17.A-B). This stimulus resulted in significant [Ca2+]ic elevation in the AA VSMCs

(Fluo-4 F/Fo: 1.000.02 vs. 1.600.12, p0.001) and subsequent vasoconstriction of the

AA (figure 17.C-D). This [Ca2+]ic elevation in the VSMC was specific to this maneuver

since direct mechanical stimulus (poking of the MD cells) did not produce any

response. Repeating the stimulus did not result in desensitization (figure 17.E).

4.1.5 Signaling molecules in the TGF

Other studies have revealed that the superoxide anion also takes part in the TGF

process (139, 140, 141). To further investigate this notion in the flow-induced TGF,

superoxide anions were scavenged and the flow (20nL/min) application was repeated in

the open MD approach. In our hands, tempol (100μm) failed to alter the [Ca2+]ic

elevation of the VSMCs achieved after the applications of 10mM (Fluo-4 F/Fo:

2.100.06 vs. 2.010.04, with vs. without tempol) or 80mM [NaCl] perfusion solution

(Fluo-4 F/Fo: 2.240.04 vs. 2.250.08, with vs. without tempol) (figure 18.A). Besides

the superoxide anion, the role of ATP in the flow-induced TGF was also studied. In the

presence of the non-selective P2 purinergic blocker, suramin (100μM) the flow-induced

responses were significantly blunted (80mM [NaCl] Fluo-4 F/Fo: 1.150.02 vs.
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2.640.46 with or without suramin; 0mM [NaCl] Fluo-4 F/Fo: 1.260.06 vs. 2.210.06

with or without suramin) (figure 18.B).

Figure 18. Signaling mechanisms of the flow-induced TGF. Summary of the changes

(Δ[Ca2+]ic and ΔID) in AA VSMC [Ca2+]ic and in the internal diameter (ID) of the AA

during flow-induced TGF (increasing fluid flow rate from zero to 20 nl/min) using the

open MD plaque preparation. A: The addition of tempol (100μM) to the bathing

solution did not alter [Ca2+]ic elevations and the AA vasoconstriction using either the

10 or 80mM [NaCl] solution, confirming that these results were independent of the

flow-induced generation of reactive oxygen species. B: Evidence for the involvement of

purinergic signaling in flow/salt induced TGF. The bath application of suramin (50 μM)

significantly decreased the flow-induced [Ca2+]ic elevations and vasoconstriction in AA

VSMCs using either 10 or 80 mM [NaCl] perfusate. N numbers are shown in each

column. *: P<0.001 and §: P<0.001 compared to non-suramin treated experiments.
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4.2 PREGLOMERULAR SHINCTER

4.2.1 Imaging the glomerular sphincter in vitro

The vascular morphology of the microperfused AA-attached glomerulus preparation

was examined before and after the activation of the TGF mechanism by increasing

tubular salt content at the MD from 10 to 80 mM. The summery is shown in figure 19

and a representative preparation in figure 20.
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Figure 19. Internal diameter (ID) of the proximal and intraglomerular sphincter

portions of the afferent arteriole (AA) before and after TGF activation. *: P<0.05

compared to ID before TGF.

The internal diameter (ID) of the non-stimulated AA was uniform along the

entire extraglomerular segment (10.40.5 µm, n=9), however, the ID of the terminal

intraglomerular part was much smaller (5.1 ± 0.6 µm, n=9).
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Figure 20. Differential interference contrast image of a representative in vitro

microperfused preparation before (A) and after (B) TGF activation. Compared to the

modest vasoconstriction in the proximal segment of the afferent arteriole (AA, arrow)

the intraglomerular AA, a “glomerular sphincter” (arrowhead) produced an almost

complete closure of the AA. G: glomerulus, MD: macula densa. Scale is 20 µm.

TGF activation resulted in a significant vasoconstriction in the proximal,

extraglomerular AA. Vessel ID decreased by 34.2 ± 8.0 % at the most prominent

constrictor site, approx. 60 µm from the glomerulus. However, TGF stimulation caused

a proportionally larger increase in vascular resistance in the intraglomerular AA

segment, approx. 25 µm in length; ID decreased by 69.3 ± 5.9 %.
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low Ca2+ high Ca2+

Figure 21. Calcium staining of the same preparation shown in figure 20. Elevated

cytosolic calcium levels are observed in both intraglomerular and extraglomerular

mesangial cells after TGF activation. Scale is 20 µm.

Morphological analysis on the cellular level revealed that renin granular cells in

the wall of the intraglomerular sphincter did not produce any significant contraction

during TGF. The area of individual granular cells on confocal sections changed from 90

± 11 µm to 97 ± 5 µm (non-significant, n=10 cells from 9 different preparations) in

response to TGF activation. However, calcium imaging (figure 21.) indicated a

significant, 31.5 ± 8.8 % elevation in cytosolic [Ca2+] in adjacent extraglomerular

mesangial cells during TGF (n=7 from 7 different preparations).

In some preparation the efferent arteriole (EA) was cannulated and the

glomerulus microperfused retrograde to examine the morphology of the intraglomerular

EA during TGF. The ID of the intraglomerular EA was uniform and there was no sign
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of a sphincter similar to the AA (figure 22.). The ID of the intraglomerular EA changed

from 14.1 ± 1.0 µm to 13.9 ± 1.1 µm in response to TGF (non-significant, n=8).

EA

A B

MD

G

Figure 22. Fluorescence image of a representative in vitro microperfused efferent

arteriole (EA)-glomerulus preparation before (A) and after (B) TGF activation. The

cell membrane marker R-18 was used to visualize morphology. Compared to the

afferent arteriole, there was no sign of a sphincter-like structure in the intraglomerular

EA. G: glomerulus, MD: macula densa. Scale is 20 µm.

4.2.2 Imaging the glomerular sphincter in vivo

Two-photon imaging of the intact whole kidney was performed using Munich-

Wistar rats to examine the morphology of the AA in vivo. Figure 23. exemplifies these

studies conducted in five animals. As with the in vitro observations, there were

segmental differences in the vascular diameter of proximal versus intraglomerular AA.

The presence of a preglomerular sphincter was evident in all AAs observed. There was

no correlation between the length of the sphincter and the renin-positive part of the AA.
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Figure 23. Presence of a precapillary glomerular sphincter in vivo in the intact

kidney. The circulating blood was labeled with a rhodamine-conjugated 70 kDa

dextran (red) and the individual renin granules in the wall of the afferent arteriole (AA)

with quinacrine (green). The dark, unstained objects in the red-colored plasma are

circulating red blood cells. Note the significant narrowing of the terminal AA lumen

(only between the arrows), but the entire length of the AA is renin-positive. G:

glomerulus, scale is 25 µm.
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Figure 24. Multi-color labeling of the in vitro microperfused afferent arteriole (AA)-

attached glomerulus (G) preparation containing the macula densa (MD). Vascular

endothelium of the AA and the glomerulus are labeled with R18 (red), renin granules

with quinacrine (green), and cell nuclei with Hoechst 33342 (blue). The preparation is

from a low salt diet treated rabbit. The entire length of the AA is renin-positive,

however, the sphincter (*) is still confined to the intraglomerular segment. Scale is 25

µm.

4.2.3 Effect of increased renin content

Animals were placed on low salt diet for one week to activate the renin-

angiotensin system. Labeling individual renin granules in the in vitro microperfused

AA-attached glomerulus preparations using quinacrine (figure 24.) confirmed that renin

content was significantly up-regulated in these animals. The entire length of the AA

AA

G
MD

*

AA

G
MD

*
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became renin-positive. However, regardless of the renin content, the glomerular

sphincter was always confined to the terminal, intraglomerular part of the AA.

4.2.4 Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemical labeling of α-smooth muscle actin on rat kidney sections

(figure 25.) identified the proximal, extraglomerular portion of the AA. The labeling

was strong, throughout the cytoplasm in all vascular smooth muscle cells. In contrast,

cells of the efferent arteriole were only weakly stained. No smooth muscle cells were

found at the site of the glomerular sphincter, based on actin labeling. In renin granular

cells, identified with quinacrine counterstaining, the actin labeling was at the limit of

detection.

AA

EA

G

MD

AA

EA

G

MD

Figure 25. Immunohistochemical labeling of α-smooth muscle actin (red) in the rat

kidney. Tissue section was counterstained with quinacrine (green) to label renin

granular cells (arrows) in the glomerular sphincter and with DAPI to label cell nuclei

(blue). The sphincter portion lacks smooth muscle cells. AA: afferent arteriole,

EA: efferent arteriole, G: glomerulus, MD: macula densa. Scale is 25 µm.
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4.2.5 Mechanism of the sphincter activation

Pharmacological experiments were performed using the in vitro microperfused

experimental model to study the mechanism of the glomerular sphincter (figure 26.).

The addition of 100 µM furosemide, a blocker of the Na:2Cl:K cotransporter, to the

tubular perfusate completely abolished the TGF-mediated closure of the sphincter

(control ID reduced by 2.4 ± 3.7 %, P<0.05 compared to control). Interestingly, the non-

selective P2 purinergic receptor blocker suramin, added to the AA perfusate and bath

not only prevented the TGF-induced vasoconstriction, but it caused a slight relaxation

of the sphincter (control ID increased by 4.5 ± 4.9 %, P<0.05 compared to control).

Addition of the adenosine A1 receptor inhibitor DCPCX to the arteriolar perfusate and

bath had no effect on sphincter activity (control ID reduced by 46.8 ± 1.9 %, non-

significant from control).
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Figure 26. TGF-induced reductions in internal diameter (ID) of the intraglomerular

sphincter portion of the afferent arteriole. Effects of furosemide and purinergic

blockers. *: P<0.05 compared to control.
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4.3 CX30 – DISTAL NEPHRON ATP RELEASE

4.3.1 Localization of Cx30 in the mouse kidney

Immunolocalization studies found intense Cx30 labeling in the luminal, non-

junctional cell membrane of a select population of cells in the connecting tubule (CNT)

and CCD (figure 27.A). Vascular structures or other tubule segments were devoid of

Cx30 labeling. Previous studies identified the Cx30-positive cells in the CNT-CCD as

intercalated cells and established that in the mouse kidney it is the only cell type that

expresses Cx30 (59). No immunolabeling was found in Cx30-/- kidney sections

confirming specificity of the Cx30 antibody (figure 27.B).

Figure 27. Immunofluorescence localization of Cx30 in the mouse kidney (red). A: In

the wild type kidney, intense Cx30 labeling (arrowheads) was found at the apical

membrane of select cells in the cortical collecting duct (CCD) and the labeling showed

a continuous linear pattern. Other structures including the proximal tubule (PT) were

devoid of Cx30 labeling. B: No labeling was found in Cx30-/- kidneys. Cell nuclei were

labeled with DAPI (blue). Bar is 20 µm.

4.3.2 Luminal ATP release measurements

Since ATP release through Cx hemichannels has been established (126, 127, 58)

and the unusual, nonjunctional membrane localization of Cx30 (figure 27.) suggested
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hemichannel function, we measured Cx30-mediated ATP release into the tubular fluid

using freshly dissected, in vitro microperfused CCDs from wild type and Cx30-/- mice

and an established ATP biosensor technique (figure 28.) (28). Cell-specific fluorescent

markers were used to identify intercalated (IC) and principal cells (PC), the two main

cell types of the CCD (figure 28.A-B). As described before, the luminal surface of ICs

was labeled using rhodamine-conjugated peanut-lectin (122) while quinacrine identified

acidic vesicles in PCs (123). With the help of a glass micropipette, a single ATP-

sensing PC12 cell loaded with calcium fluorophores was positioned through the opening

of the CCD in direct contact with the apical surface of IC or PC cells (figure 28.B). In

response to increasing tubular flow rate from 2 to 20 nl/min, the biosensor PC12 cells

produced large elevations in [Ca2+]ic when positioned next to ICs ([Ca2+]ic = 432±14

nM, n=8), indicating ATP release from these cells (figure 28.C). Substantial, but

significantly reduced flow-induced [Ca2+]ic responses were observed when the

biosensor cell was attached to PC cell’s apical membrane ([Ca2+]ic = 146±10 nM,

n=7). Importantly, the ATP biosensor signal was almost completely abolished when ICs

in preparations dissected from Cx30-/- mice were used (figure 28.C, F). Preincubation of

the biosensor cells with the purinergic receptor inhibitor suramin served to ensure ATP

specificity and it completely blocked the biosensor [Ca2+]ic signal. Similarly, no

response was detected when the biosensor PC12 cell was positioned at the exit of the

open CCD without any direct cell membrane contact with either IC or PC cells.

Similar to the effect of increased tubular flow, reducing bath osmolality from

300 to 270 mOsm/kg (creating an interstitium-to-lumen pressure gradient) caused

significant ATP release from ICs in a Cx30-dependent manner (figure 28.F). Analysis

of the dose-response relationship of exogenous ATP-induced elevations in PC12 cells

[Ca2+]ic resulted in an EC50 value of 45.94μM (figure 28.D). Based on these

measurements that translated biosensor cell [Ca2+]ic responses to ATP levels, the

relationship between tubular flow rate and luminal ATP release was established (figure

28E). The tubular flow rate with the half-maximal effect was 6.97 nl/min. The

maximum luminal ATP release was in the 50μM range.
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Figure 28. Detection of Cx30-mediated luminal ATP release in the isolated

microperfused CCD. Representative DIC (A) and fluorescence (B) images of the same

in vitro microperfused, partially split-open mouse CCD. The luminal surface of

intercalated cells (IC, red, block arrows) was labeled using rhodamine-conjugated

peanut-lectin. Acidic granules in principal cells (PC) (green, open arrows) were labeled

with quinacrine. A single ATP biosensor PC12 cell (arrowhead) loaded with Fluo-

4/Fura Red (red in panel B) is shown positioned in the opening of the CCD against the
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apical surface of an IC (red) cell. Scale is 20m. C: Representative recordings from

ATP biosensor experiments. After an increased tubular flow stimulus (time point

indicated by an arrow) the biosensor PC12 cell produced a large elevation in [Ca2+]ic

when positioned to the apical membrane of an IC cell indicating ATP release. This

response was significantly reduced when the biosensor cell was attached to PC cell’s

apical membrane. Only a minimal response was observed in preparations dissected

from Cx30-/- mice. The use of the purinergic receptor blocker suramin completely

abolished the biosensor [Ca2+]ic signal. D: Dose-response curve of exogenous ATP-

induced elevations in [Ca2+]ic in PC12 cells. The EC50 value was 45.94 μM. E: The

relationship between tubular flow rate and luminal ATP release in the microperfused

CCD. The ATP biosensor PC12 cells were positioned next to ICs. The tubular flow rate

with the half-maximal effect was 6.97 nl/min. F: Summary of the changes in PC12 cell

[Ca2+]ic in response to increased tubular flow and bath hypotonicity. *: p<0.05

compared to baseline; §: p<0.05 flow-stimulated IC vs. PC. No response was detected

when the biosensor PC12 cell was positioned at the exit of the open CCD without any

direct cell membrane contact with IC or PC cells. Values are mean ± SE. Numbers in

the columns represent the number of preparations per group.

4.3.3 Pressure natriuresis and diuresis in Cx30-/- mice

To test the significance of Cx30-mediated ATP release from the CCD in vivo,

wild type and Cx30-/- mice were instrumented for pressure natriuresis measurements.

This included the ligation of the distal aorta first and then the mesenteric and celiac

arteries together that caused significant, two-step elevations in mean arterial pressure

from the resting value of 115±4.5 mmHg to 131±4.1 mmHg, and then to 151±4.8

mmHg. There were no significant differences in blood pressure levels between Cx30+/+

and Cx30-/- mice at any given time during these experiments (figure 29. and table 1.).

The pressure natriuresis/kaliuresis/diuresis relationships are plotted in figures 29 A-C.

As shown in figure 29 A. the increased renal perfusion pressure-induced natriuresis was

significantly blunted in Cx30-/- mice (Cx30+/+: 1.6±0.08, Cx30-/-: 1.0±0.15 μEq/min

during the highest pressure interval, p<0.05). There was no difference in pressure-

induced kaliuresis in wild type and Cx30-/- mice (figure 29.B). Similar to natriuresis, the
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urine output increased in response to elevations in renal perfusion pressure in both

groups (figure 29.C), however the magnitude of pressure diuresis was markedly blunted

in Cx30-/- mice (Cx30+/+: 10.6±1.6, Cx30-/-: 6.1±1.2μL/min during the highest pressure

interval, p<0.05). GFR was maintained at a constant level during these studies and was

not different between wild type and Cx30-/- animals (figure 29.D). Also, hematocrit did

not change during these experiments indicating that fluid balance was generally well

maintained in each experimental period (table 1).

Figure 29. Pressure natriuresis (A), kaliuresis (B) and diuresis (C) in wild type and

Cx30-/- mice. In response to acute stepwise elevations in mean arterial blood pressure

(MAP) caused by distal aorta and mesenteric and celiac artery ligations, significant

elevations in Na+ and K+ excretion and urine output was observed. Compared to wild

type (solid line and circles), Cx30-/- mice (dashed line, open circles) showed a reduced

ability to excrete Na+ and urinary fluid. No significant difference in kaliuresis was

observed. Values are mean ± SE. *: p<0.05, n=6 for Cx30+/+ and n=8 for Cx30-/-

animals. D: Measurement of GFR during elevations in MAP. There was no significant

change in GFR with elevations in blood pressure.
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Table 1. Systemic and renal parameters in Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- mice. *: P<0.05, n=8

(Cx30+/+) and 6 (Cx30-/-).

4.3.4 Collecting duct specificity

To ascertain that the above described salt retention phenotype of Cx30-/- mice

was due to the altered function of the CNT-CCD where Cx30 is exclusively expressed,

mice were treated with benzamil, a selective inhibitor of the collecting duct-specific

epithelial sodium channel (ENaC). Since there was no difference in blood pressures

between wild type and Cx30-/- animals under normal conditions, mice were placed on

high salt diet for two weeks. Blood pressure in the wild type (75±1.7 mmHg) did not

change, however high salt diet caused a significant blood pressure elevation in Cx30-/-

mice (103±2.4 mmHg, p<0.0001) (figure 30.). Administration of the ENaC blocker

benzamil had no effect in Cx30+/+ mice, but it returned blood pressure to normal levels

in Cx30-/- mice on high salt diet (figure 30.).
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Figure 30. Effects of salt diet on mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) in wild type and

Cx30-/- mice. Animals on normal salt intake had no difference in blood pressure. When

mice received high salt diet for two weeks, MAP in Cx30-/- mice increased in contrast to

no change in the wild type (*: p<0.001). Administration of the selective epithelial

sodium channel inhibitor benzamil had no effect on MAP in the wild type, but it

returned the elevated MAP to normal levels in Cx30-/- mice on high salt diet. Numbers

in the columns represent the numbers of animals per group.

4.3.5 Expression of renal salt transporters and ENaC in Cx30-/- mice

The expression of the main renal salt transporters, Na+:H+ exchanger (NHE3),

Na+:2Cl-:K+ cotransporter (NKCC2), Na+:Cl- cotransporter (NCC), and the epithelial

sodium channel (ENaC) was studied in wild type and Cx30-/- animals using

immunoblotting of whole kidney homogenates as shown in figure 31. There was no

statistically significant difference in the expression of these salt transporters or ENaC

between Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- mice with the exception of NCC which was significantly

less abundant (76±6% of that in the wild type) in kidneys of Cx30-/- mice (figure 31.).
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Figure 31. Expression of renal salt transporters in wild type and Cx30-/- mice. Based

on western blotting of whole kidney homogenates (A), all of the examined Na+

transporters, the Na+:H+ exchanger NHE3, Na+:2Cl-:K+ cotransporter (NKCC2),

Na+:Cl- cotransporter (NCC), and epithelial sodium channel (ENaC) were equally

abundant in kidneys of Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- animals except NCC which was lower in

Cx30-/- mice. *: P<0.05, n=4 each. B: The ratio of densitometry values in Cx30-/- and

wild type. Villin served as loading control.

4.3.6 Connexin and purinergic receptor expression profile in Cx30-/- mice

The expression profile of well established renal connexin isoforms in kidneys of

Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- mice were compared using RT-PCR of whole kidney samples as

shown in figure 32 A. Expression of Cx30.3, Cx37, Cx40, Cx43 and Cx45 were found

in both wild type and Cx30-/- animals with the exception that Cx30-/- mice were Cx30-

deficient as expected (figure 32.A). Similarly, a variety of P2X and P2Y purinergic

receptors, including the main luminal membrane isoform P2Y2 appeared to be

expressed in kidneys of both Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- mice (figure 32.B).
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Figure 32. Expression profile of connexin (A) and purinergic receptor (B) isoforms in

kidneys of Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- animals. As expected, Cx30 was not present in kidneys

of Cx30-/- mice, but all other examined connexin isoforms and a variety of P2X and P2Y

receptors were expressed in kidneys of Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- animals.

4.3.7 Other systemic and renal parameters in Cx30-/- mice

All animals were age-matched and body weight was not different between

Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- groups (table 1.). Also, plasma electrolyte levels were the same.

Since Cx30 hemichannels were localized to the apical membrane of IC cells which

regulate pH homeostasis, plasma [Cl-] and [HCO3
-] were measured but did not show

any difference between the two groups (table 1). Plasma aldosterone and vasopressin

levels were not different between Cx30+/+ and Cx30-/- mice (table 1.).
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK

This study aimed to investigate weather tubular flow elevation per se can

activate the TGF feedback and if so what is the sensor to detect the flow changes. We

confirmed that the MD cells possess one, apical primary cilium. Applying fluid flow to

the MD apical surface or bending the primary cilia directly induces TGF regardless of

the [NaCl] of the applied solution. The feedback mechanism evoked by these

maneuvers involves the vascular smooth muscle cells of the afferent artery, the

podocytes and the whole glomerular tuft as well. Even repeated stimuli did not result in

desensitization. To identify the signaling mechanism that is responsible for conducting

the flow-effect reactive oxygen species was scavenged though it has no effect on flow-

induced TGF. However, inhibition of the P2 purinergic receptors significantly reduced

the TGF response. Our data suggest that the primary cilium of the MD cell act as a flow

sensor. Additionally to the tubular salt sensing mechanisms, MD cells are equipped with

a tubular flow sensing mechanism which may contribute to MD cell function and TGF.

The studies on nature of the tubulo-arteriolar communication represent one of

the classical and most interesting fields of the renal physiology. During the 60s major

physiologist argued on the factor that initializes the TGF. It was proposed (128) that

beside of [NaCl], changes in the osmolality, solute delivery as well as flow of the distal

nephron regulate glomerular filtration. Although our knowledge on the MD cells has

significantly developed, the exact mechanism of the TGF is still debated (129, 130, 131,

132). Elevation in tubular salt at the MD (1), which is concomitant with parallel

increase in tubular fluid flow rate, is well accepted stimulus of TGF (30, 133, 10, 134).

This phenomenon was extensively studied during the golden age of the micropuncture

era. The micropuncture evidences made a huge contribution to our understanding of the

transport processes taken place in the nephron (135, 136). Nowadays, the recent

technical advances provided exceptional, previously unavailable high special and

temporal resolution to re-approach even classic physiological mechanisms (137).

Using a cTAL – afferent arteriole double perfusion model it has been

demonstrated that tubular flow elevation can stimulate TGF (32). Interestingly, elevated
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tubular flow rate resulted in a more pronounced TGF response compared to that evoked

by the application of high [NaCl] to the MD (32). To examine the role of the flow in

triggering of the TGF a single AA-attached glomerulus with a MD plaque was dissected

in which the tubule segment, surrounding the MD cells, was removed. This way the

apical surface of the MD cells was directly assessable from the bath with a perfusion

pipette. Tubular distension is also believed to contribute to the overall TGF respond

(138). Using this approach we were able to test the flow effect without any distension of

the surrounding tubule. The flow rate was calibrated (32) and applied at the range (2-20

nl/min) in which TGF respond is to be the most responsive (135). After flow elevation a

rapid Ca2+ mediated vasoconstriction of the afferent arteriole was recorded. The most

pronounced reduction in the vessel diameter occurred at the juxtaglomerular portion of

the AA though as the Ca2+ wave propagated upwards in the AA, a minor response at the

proximal part of the vessel was also observed. In addition, Ca2+ elevations

simultaneously with the TGF were also found in the intraglomerular podocytes. Latter

can also contribute to the contraction of the whole glomerular tuft observed during the

TGF. The flow-induced TGF was reproducible several times without any sing of

desensitization.

To further investigate the nature of the flow-induced TGF, the effect of different

salt concentration solution was tested, as well as furosemide was applied directly to the

cTAL. Neither of the low tubular [NaCl] nor the furosemide eliminated the flow-

induced TGF indicating a NKCC2 independent signaling pathway. Intensive efforts

focused on the involvement of the superoxide anion in the TGF (139, 140, 141). In

these studies it has been discovered that the activation of both NKCC2 cotransporter

and Na/H exchanger leads to increased superoxide production (142). Our results suggest

that the NKCC2 contransporter is not involved in the flow-induced TGF. In accordance

with this, scavenging the superoxide anions did not alter the flow-induced TGF,

demonstrating that our results were independent of the flow-induced generation of

reactive oxygen species. So we speculate that there should be a different sensor and

possibly a different pathway in the MD cells which makes these cells capable of

responding to the tubular flow elevation.

Two laboratories demonstrated independently of each other that like almost

every vertebrate cell, the MD cell is also equipped with cell surface projection called
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primary cilium (93, 94). Though this morphological finding was described more than

three decades ago, it remained unnoticed and as a consequence the role of the primary

cilium of MD cell received negligible attention. Recently, Pretorius et al. reported that

cultured MDCK cells produce a Ca2+-coupled intracellular signaling after flow stimuli

(95, 143, 144, 145). The author demonstrated that this response was due to the bending

of the primary cilium of the cells. In support of these observation we hypothesize that

the MD cells primary cilium can also act as a mechanosensor as described in case of the

MDCK cells. Using immunofluorescence labeling of -tubulin in mouse kidney we

confirmed that MD cells possess a 5-8 m long primary cilium. In functional

experiment, under no flow condition, bending of these cilia results in TGF response. In

these functional experiments, there was only weak evidence for the sensitiveness of the

direction towards the cilium is bended, namely bending the cilium opposite to the

direction which induced Ca2+ influx resulted in reduction and even complete inhibition

of both the Ca2+ influx and TGF in some experiments. However, it appears to us that the

unsuited experimental approach and the limited number of observations require further

efforts to determine the relationship between the direction of the cilia bending and the

MD cell function.

To test the signaling pathway responsible for the flow-induced TGF,

experiments were performed in the presence of P2 purinergic receptor blocker.

Inhibiting the effect of ATP resulted in a reduced TGF regardless of the [NaCl] of the

applied solution. This result indicates that ATP is involved in the signaling pathway of

the flow-effect. However, we should emphasize that the inhibition of the P2 purinergic

receptors did not diminish the entire flow-induced TGF, since the increase in the

[Ca2+]ic of the AA VSMCs achieved in the presence of purinergic blockade is still

higher than the control level. This evidence indicates that though ATP seems the major

transmitter of the flow-induced TGF but is not solely accountable for it. Other

observations also indicate the importance of adenosine in TGF (146, 147). Based on

these results, we supposed that ATP may be released and hydrolyzed immediately to

adenosine which in turn may be responsible for the remaining respond after P2

purinergic receptor inhibitions.

MD cells have a reduced ability to control their cell volume (102, 138). Changes

in luminal [NaCl] and osmolality will produce alteration in the MD cell volume as well.
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Thus the MD cell volume will reflect the changes of the tubular content and it may play

an important role in the function of the MD cell. In terms of the primary cilium, it also

might be possible that changes in the cell volume will be reflected in the flow-induced

response: if the MD cells swell the lumen of the tubule will reduce resulting in higher

flow at the area, and moreover the cilium will most likely be positioned closer to the

center of the lumen where they are exposed to higher tubular flow. Thus, the elevation

in the [NaCl] initiates not only the TGF but also sets the sensitivity of the “flow-sensor

machinery”. Though this hypothetical model seems to reflect several, so far not

included components meantime giving a more complex view of TGF, it needs more

evidence and verification.

In conclusion, our data suggest that the primary cilia of MD cells act as a flow

sensor. In addition to tubular salt sensing mechanisms, MD cells are equipped with a

tubular flow sensing mechanism which may contribute to MD cell function and TGF.

5.2 PREGLOMERULAR SPHINCTER

These studies describe the morphology, function, and mechanism of the terminal

AA, an intraglomerular precapillary sphincter. The results confirm previous preliminary

data (43,102,54) that the principal effector site of TGF-mediated increase in vascular

resistance occurs in the area of this glomerular sphincter. For the first time, imaging

techniques with high temporal and spatial resolution provided real-time observation of

the sphincter activity during TGF using the in vitro microperfused JGA preparation.

Surrounding extraglomerular mesangial cells, and not renin granular cells, contracting

in concert with the entire intraglomerular mesangium appear to be responsible for the

generation of sphincter activity. Also a novelty in these studies is the first-time

demonstration of a functional glomerular sphincter in the intact rat kidney, using two-

photon microscopy. Moreover, the exciting finding that MD control of sphincter activity

was purely ATP-mediated provides further support that ATP is directly involved in

TGF, and not only through its breakdown to adenosine (52, 148, 149).

Preliminary reports from our laboratory (102, 54) provided images of this

glomerular sphincter, and an almost complete closure of the terminal AA was suggested

during TGF activation. Measurements of the sphincter ID in the present studies found

that the vascular lumen constricted to only about 2 µm. This remarkable magnitude of
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TGF-mediated vasoconstriction and vascular resistance further supports that this area of

the AA functions as a precapillary sphincter. Taken the fourth power relationship

between vessel diameter and vascular resistance, this glomerular sphincter constitutes a

very high resistance to flow. However, as demonstrated in figure 20, this relatively short

segment of AA is only one of several, serially connected constrictions on the entire AA,

and the average vascular resistance must be lower than at this site alone. Nevertheless,

changes in vascular diameter at the sphincter and in more proximal, extraglomerular

segments of the AA were disproportional, with the sphincter being the principal effector

site of TGF-mediated vasoconstriction. Consistent with the strong sphincter activity,

real-time imaging of the kidney in vivo (still image is shown in figure 23.) revealed that

velocity of the circulating red blood cells reduces at the sphincter and the cells change

their orientation when passing through.

In contrast to previous speculations regarding the effector cell type (43, 54), the

present studies identified the extraglomerular mesangial cells surrounding the renin

granular cells, as the cell type responsible for the sphincter activity. In the sphincter

area, significant elevations in cytosolic calcium during TGF were detected in

extraglomerular mesangial cells which cell type produces calcium-mediated

constrictions (150). Real-time observations and calcium imaging (figure 21.) suggested

that extraglomerular mesangial cells in the glomerular sphincter contracted almost

simultaneously with the entire intraglomerular mesangium. In fact, these two mesangial

areas are continuous, connected by a dense gap junctional network and act as a

functional syncytium (151). In contrast, renin granular cells did not produce significant

changes in cell shape during TGF. Although, juxtaglomerular granular cells contain a

low amount of contractile myofilaments such as α-smooth muscle actin (figure 25.) in

sub-plasma membrane areas, they probably function in renin exocytosis (152).

Consistent with the extraglomerular mesangial cells constituting the sphincter,

we found that increased renin content does not change the length or site of the sphincter.

Low salt diet for one week significantly increased the length of the renin-positive

segment of the AA (figure 24.). However, the glomerular sphincter was still localized in

intraglomerular part.

Since the extraglomerular mesangium plays a key role in the sphincter activity,

we studied the intraglomerular part of the efferent arteriole whether a similar structure
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exists in that vessel. However, we found no evidence for a sphincter-like segment in the

efferent arteriole (figure 22.). As opposed to the AA, the efferent arteriole begins deep

inside the glomerulus and contains genuine vascular smooth muscle cells expressing

different ion channels and receptors than those in the AA (153). These morphological

and functional differences may explain why the contracting mesangium has no effect on

the efferent arteriole. The present studies found no changes in the vascular diameter of

this vessel during TGF in contrast to earlier findings (154). However, we studied only

the intraglomerular part of the efferent arteriole.

MD control of sphincter activity appeared to be purely ATP-mediated in the

present studies using rabbit tissue. This is an interesting finding taken that adenosine is

considered the mediator of TGF (155). ATP is released from MD cells into the JGA

interstitium (28), is degraded to adenosine (149), and adenosine acts on afferent

arteriole vascular smooth muscle cells (48, 49, 155) causing vasoconstriction. However,

several studies support the importance of both ATP and adenosine in JGA function.

P2X1 purinergic receptor deficient mice have impaired autoregulatory responses (52),

while adenosine A1 receptor knockout mice lack TGF responses (48, 49). Also, very

recent work (149) that found impairment of TGF in ecto-5'-nucleotidase/CD73-deficient

mice and also with pharmacological inhibition of the enzyme (154) further support the

existence of a functionally active ATP dephosphorylating enzyme cascade in the JGA

and the mediator role of adenosine in TGF. However, localization of the ecto-5’-

nucleotidase enzyme may explain why this intraglomerular sphincter is purely ATP-

mediated. Immunolocalization of this ATP degrading enzyme found all components of

the JGA devoid of staining (156). Also, the extraglomerular mesangium showed no, or

only weak staining in several species (157) while cortical interstitial cells, immediately

adjacent to the smooth muscle cells of the AA and continuing along the Bowman’s

capsule labeled very intensely. Therefore, we speculate that the area of the

intraglomerular sphincter is isolated and protected from this final ATP hydrolyzing

enzyme. This may explain why ATP can directly act on P2 purinergic receptors in the

sphincter area.

In summary, the intraglomerular precapillary sphincter formed and controlled by

extraglomerular mesangial cells is the principal effector site of TGF-mediated increase

in vascular resistance. MD control of sphincter activity is purely ATP-mediated, which
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mechanism is clearly different from the adenosine-mediated vasoconstrictions in more

proximal AA segments.

Vascular resistance and the mechanism of vasoconstriction of the terminal,

intraglomerular part of the AA is different than in proximal, extraglomerular segments

which may have therapeutic significance.

5.3 CX30 – DISTAL NEPHRON ATP RELEASE

This study identified functional Cx30 hemichannels in the intact kidney tissue as

an important source of luminally released ATP in the collecting duct. Cx30

hemichannel opening at the luminal cell membrane of the CCD was triggered

mechanically by elevations in tubular fluid flow rate or an interstitium-to-lumen

osmotic pressure gradient, resulting in significant amounts of released ATP (up to

50µM) in the luminal microenvironment. Physiological significance of the Cx30-

mediated luminal ATP release was confirmed in vivo in a mouse model of pressure

natriuresis, an important renal physiological mechanism that maintains body fluid and

electrolyte balance and blood pressure. Cx30-/- mice expressed a salt retention

phenotype indicated by their reduced ability to excrete urinary salt and water in

response to acute elevations in blood pressure. This was due to the dysfunction of the

Cx30-expressing collecting duct since high salt diet-induced elevations in blood

pressure (in Cx30-/- mice) were prevented by pharmacological inhibition of salt

reabsorption in the CCD. This report describes a mechanically-induced ATP releasing

mechanism in the intact CCD and its partial involvement in the pressure-natriuresis

phenomenon. Also, this paper further emphasizes the in vivo physiological significance

of purinergic regulation of renal tubular salt and water reabsorption.

The present studies were inspired by our laboratory’s recent localization of Cx30

in cells of the distal nephron in the mouse, rat and rabbit kidney (59). High expression

of Cx30 was found at the luminal membrane of the medullary and cortical thick

ascending limbs, distal tubule, and the cortical and medullary collecting ducts (59). As

shown in figure 27.A and discussed previously (59), among these species the mouse

kidney has the lowest level of renal Cx30 expression, where it is restricted to IC cells of

the CNT-CCD. In contrast, in the rat kidney Cx30 was found in PCs of the CCD as well

(59). This cell-specific expression of Cx30 in the mouse kidney allowed us to detect
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Cx30-mediated ATP release from ICs of the intact, in vitro microperfused CCD using a

biosensor approach (figure 28.). PCs served as control and consistent with Cx30

expression, significantly reduced biosensor cell responses were detected from these

cells (figure 28.C, F). ATP specificity of the biosensor technique was confirmed using

purinergic receptor inhibition as previously established (28). In the Cx30-/- tissue, ATP

biosensor responses were almost completely abolished suggesting that Cx30

hemichannel activity is a major ATP releasing pathway in the tubular lumen.

Significantly reduced or absent ATP levels around PCs and at the open exit of the CCD,

respectively (figure 28.F), indicate rapid ATP degradation after release. This is

consistent with the high levels of ATP degrading enzymes co-localizing with Cx30 at

the luminal membrane of ICs in the CCD and in other nephron segments (157, 158). It

should be mentioned that another Cx isoform, Cx30.3 was recently localized also at the

nonjunctional luminal membrane of select renal epithelial cells, partially overlapping

with Cx30 (124). It is not known if Cx30.3 plays a similar, ATP releasing hemichannel

function or if Cx30 and Cx30.3 form heteromeric hemichannels, a well-known feature

of several Cx isoforms (126). Nevertheless, luminal Cx30 hemichannel-mediated ATP

release is likely not an isolated and CCD-specific phenomenon as it is expected to be

present in other nephron segments and may involve other Cx isoforms as well.

It is well established that elevations in tubular flow triggers ATP release through

both luminal and basolateral cell membranes of the CCD (159, 160, 161) and that the

released ATP binds to a variety of P2X and P2Y purinergic receptors (57, 162) that

regulate renal salt and water reabsorption and K+-secretion (163, 55, 164, 165, 166, 167,

168, 169, 159, 170, 171). The present study provides further mechanistic details of the

renal tubular purinergic signaling system by identifying Cx30 hemichannels as a major

releasing mechanism of luminal ATP. Since Cx30 hemichannel activity was triggered

by mechanical stimulation of the apical cell membrane (increased tubular flow rate or

an interstitium-to-lumen osmotic pressure gradient), in subsequent in vivo experiments

we applied the pressure-natriuresis model which also involves mechanical factors (172,

90, 88, 173). We speculate that high blood pressure-induced elevations in intrarenal

interstitial hydrostatic pressure, similar to the interstitium-to-lumen osmotic pressure

gradient applied in the in vitro experiments (figure 27.F) initiated the Cx30-mediated

release of ATP in vivo. Purinergic inhibition of tubular salt and water reabsorption then
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caused elevations in CCD fluid flow rate leading to more ATP release and augmentation

of pressure natriuresis. It is also possible that upstream, proximal tubular mechanisms

(89, 174) initiated the elevations in CCD flow rate that were further augmented by

triggering Cx30-mediated ATP release in the CD system. The 40% reduced pressure

natriuresis and diuresis in Cx30-/- mice (figure 29.C) may represent the Cx30-dependent

collecting duct component of this phenomenon.

The tubular fluid flow rates applied in vitro (2-20 nl/min, figure 28.) are in the

range of previously established free-flow collections from early distal tubules in vivo

(174). Interestingly, the earlier in vivo data in control (7.5 nl/min) and in acute

hypertension (8.3 nl/min) (174) well correspond to the most sensitive range of the

tubular flow rate-ATP release relationship established in the present study (6.97 nl/min,

figure 28.E).

The development of a salt retention phenotype in Cx30-/- mice that lack luminal

ATP release in the CCD is also in agreement with the phenotype in mice deficient in the

main luminal ATP receptor of the nephron, P2Y2 (55). Therefore, the similar phenotype

of Cx30 and P2Y2 knockout mice emphasizes the physiological importance of renal

tubular ATP (see the summarizing scheme in figure 33.). Also, the mechanosensitive,

Cx30-mediated ATP release and subsequent purinergic calcium signaling in the

nephron (160, 161) fit with the previously identified downstream signaling steps of

pressure natriuresis. These steps involve calcium-dependent synthesis of arachidonic

acid metabolites (172-88), NO, and cGMP (173) and ultimately the reduced salt

reabsorption in both proximal and distal nephron segments (172-174, 98). The fact that

pressure-kaliuresis was not different between wild type and Cx30-/- mice (figure 29.B)

may suggest the involvement of ATP-insensitive K+-secretion pathways, for example

the maxi-K+ (or BK) channel rather than the low conductance ROMK channel (159-

171).

To connect further these in vivo findings to the Cx30-expressing CCD segment,

and to emphasize the importance of Cx30-mediated ATP release in blood pressure

control, mice were placed on high salt diet for two weeks. Systemic blood pressure was

significantly elevated in Cx30-/- versus wild type mice, which was corrected by the

administration of a pharmacological inhibitor of ENaC, a CCD-specific ion channel that

reabsorbs sodium (figure 30.). The reduced expression of the Na:Cl cotransporter
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(figure 31) is most likely a compensatory change due to the increased ENaC-mediated

salt retention in Cx30-/- mice, which is reminiscent of the findings in mineralocorticoid

escape (175). Cx30-/- mice on normal salt intake were normotensive which may be

explained by the effects of anesthesia or downregulation of NCC expression.

Importantly, the impaired pressure natriuresis and diuresis in Cx30-/- mice were not

attributed to alterations in other renal Cxs or purinergic receptors since the expression of

these genes, at least on the mRNA level, was preserved and appeared to be similar

between the two groups (figure 32.). Likewise, there was no difference in systemic

parameters including aldosterone and vasopressin levels (table 1.) that could have

influenced renal salt and water reabsorption.

Figure 33. Schematic illustration of mechanically induced, Cx30-mediated ATP

release into the tubular lumen in the CCD and its effects on salt and water

reabsorption, natriuresis and diuresis. Increases in intra-renal pressure and/or tubular

flow rate that accompany blood pressure elevations result in the opening of Cx30

hemichannels at the luminal membrane of CCD intercalated cells and the release of

ATP. Stimulation of luminal purinergic receptors (mainly P2Y2) results in the inhibition

of salt and water reabsorption and increased natriuresis and diuresis. This inhibitory

mechanism is absent in Cx30-/- mice resulting in a salt retention phenotype.
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Tubular flow-dependent [Ca2+]ic elevations in the CCD have been demonstrated

both in vitro (160, 161) and in vivo (137) and importantly, in both principal and

intercalated cells (160). Since it is well established that cells of the CCD lack direct

coupling through gap junctions (161), based on the present data we propose both

autocrine (on ICs) and paracrine effects (on PCs) of luminal ATP released through

Cx30 hemichannels, at least in the mouse kidney (figure 33.). As stated above, the

expression of luminal membrane Cx30 hemichannels is more ubiquitous in the distal

nephron in other species (59) suggesting their generalized role in luminal ATP release

and salt and water reabsorption. Also, the hemichannel function may help resolve the

apparent controversy that cells of the CCD express various Cx isoforms (59, 124) even

though they lack direct cell-to-cell coupling through gap junctions (161). Furthermore,

we speculate that Cx30 hemichannel opening induced by mechanical stimulation

(interstitial pressure, tubular flow) may involve primary cilia (in PCs) and microvilli (in

ICs) that are well established sensors of shear and hydrodynamic impulses (160) at the

Cx30-expressing apical membrane. Supporting this hypothesis is the recent finding that

the loss of apical monocilia on collecting duct principal cells impairs ATP secretion

across the apical cell surface (176).

It should be mentioned that as established earlier (118), Cx30-/- mice are deaf

due to dysfunction of the inner ear. We find it intriguing that the present studies

identified another phenotype in these mice, namely renal salt retention due to

dysfunction of the collecting duct system. Similarities in regulatory mechanism and

common ion transporters in the renal collecting duct and the inner ear are well-known

(177) and very recently, a genetic link between Bartter syndrome (dysfunction of the

Cx30-expressing nephron segment) and sensorineural deafness in humans has been

established (178). This suggests that Cx30-mediated ATP release is an important

physiological regulatory mechanism in many organs and species, including humans.

ATP release mediated by other hemichannels and their role in various organ functions

have been described in many other cell types including the glomerular endothelium

(125), red blood cells (179), osteocytes (180), and taste buds (181).

In summary, this is the first report on the expression of functional Cx30

hemichannels in renal tubules that release ATP into the tubular fluid in response to

mechanical stimulation. Autocrine/paracrine effects of luminal ATP released via Cx30
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hemichannels involve inhibition of renal salt and water reabsorption and this novel

mechanism appears to be connected to at least one part (the distal nephron-collecting

duct component) of pressure natriuresis and diuresis.
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6. ABSTRACT

Using two-photon microscopy of the in vitro microperfused juxtaglomerular apparatus

and intact Munich-Wistar rat kidney, we aimed to determine if MD cells can detect variations in

tubular flow per se. Increasing cortical thick ascending limb flow rate from 2 to 20 nl/min

(constant 10 mM [NaCl]) produced a significant elevation in [Ca2+]ic in afferent arteriole (AA)

smooth muscle cells (Fluo-4 F/Fo:2.080.21). Application of laminar flow directly to the MD

apical surface produced the same results even using 10mM salt solutions. Acetylated α-tubulin

immunohistochemistry identified single primary cilia in each MD cells. Under no flow

conditions, bending MD cilia directly with a micropipette rapidly caused significant elevations

in AA smooth muscle [Ca2+]ic (Fluo-4 F/Fo:1.600.12). Scavenging the superoxide production

did not alter the flow-induced tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF), however purinergic blockade

(suramin) significantly reduced the response. TGF activation constricted the preglomerular

sphincter lumen by 69.3 ± 5.9%, as opposed to modest changes in proximal AA segments.

Extraglomerular mesangial cells increase [Ca2+]ic, and contract in concert with the entire

intraglomerular mesangium to generate sphincter activity. Suramin, but not the adenosine A1

receptor inhibitor DCPCX, completely abolished the TGF-induced sphincter activation. In

conclusion, MD cells are equipped with a tubular flow sensing mechanism which may

contribute to MD cell function and TGF. Preglomerular sphincter is the principal effector site of

TGF that is controlled by ATP and P2 purinergic receptors.

ATP and metabolites are present in the renal tubular and interstitial fluid and are

involved in the regulation of salt and water reabsorption. Several connexin (Cx) isoforms form

ATP-permeable hemichannels. We localized Cx30 in the apical membrane of renal epithelial

cells suggesting a possible release function. The aim of these studies was to test if Cx30

hemichannels release ATP and are involved in the regulation of tubular electrolyte and water

transport. WT and Cx30 KO mice cortical collecting ducts were dissected, partially slit-open

and microperfused in vitro. Using the biosensor technique we showed that ATP release,

triggered by an increase in tubular flow, is significantly higher from intercalated cells than from

principal cells and were abolished by suramin or in KO tissue. Next, mice were surgically

instrumented for clearance and pressure natriuresis measurements. After stepwise increases in

BP, urine flow increased 4.2-fold in WT vs. 2.6-fold in KO animals. Fractional urinary Na+

excretion increased 5.1-fold in WT vs. 2.8-fold in KO animals. This is the first study suggesting

that distal tubular Cx30 hemichannels release ATP which inhibits renal salt and water

reabsorption causing pressure natriuresis.
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7. MAGYAR NYELVŰ ÖSSZEFOGLALÓ

Juxtaglomerularis apparatus (JGA) a renin–angiotensin rendszer központi eleme,

meghatározó a vese só és vízhátartás szabályozásában, ill. a vérnyomás beállításában.

Kísérleteink célja a következő volt: in vitro, mikroperfundált JGA és in vivo, intakt patkány

vesében two-photon mikroszkóppal megvizsgáljuk, hogy a tubuloglomerularis feedback (TGF)

kiváltható-e a tubuláris folyadékáramlás (FÁ) változtatásával. Distalis tubulusban a FÁ-t 2-

20nl/min változtatva szignifikáns [Ca2+]ic emelkedést tapasztaltunk az afferens arteriola (AA)

simaizomsejtjeiben (Fluo-4 F/Fo:2.080.21). Immunohisztokémiai vizsgálataink igazolták,

hogy minden macula densa (MD) sejt rendelkezik egy primer ciliummal az apikális

membránján. FÁ megváltozatása nélkül mikropipettával megdöntöttük a MD sejtek primer

ciliumát, ami szignifikáns [Ca2+]ic emelkedést (Fluo-4 F/Fo:1.600.12) idézett elő az AA

simaizomsejtjeiben. A szuperoxid anion termelését gátolva a FÁ megváltozatásával előidézett

TGF nem változott, míg a purinerg P2 receptor blokkoló suramin teljesen meggátolta azt. TGF

során, a proximális AA területén csupán enyhe vasokonstrikciót, ellenben a preglomeruláris

sphincter területén 69.3 ± 5.9%-os érátmérőcsökkenést mértünk. Extra- és intraglomeruláris

mesangiális sejtek [Ca2+]ic-ja szinkronizáltan emelkedett a TGF során, ami a sphincter

összehúzódását eredményzte. Adenosine A1 receptor blokkoló DCPCX-szel ellentétben

suramin megakadályozta a sphincter működését a TGF alatt. Eredményeink arra utalnak, hogy a

MD sejtekek képesek érzékelni a tubuláris FÁ változásait. Ez a tulajdonságuk hozzájárul a TGF

folyamatához. A TGF fő effectora a preglomeruláris sphincter, ami ATP és P2 purinerg mediált

jelátvitel szabályozása alatt áll.

A tubularis és intersticialis folyadékban jelenlévő ATP és bomlástermékei részt vesznek

a tubuláris só- és vízvisszaszívás szabályozásában. Számos Connexin(Cx) molekula alkot ATP

áteresztő csatornát. Immunohisztokémiával Cx30 csatornákat vese gyűjtőcsatorna apikális

membránján lokalizáltuk. Célunk az volt, hogy megvizsgáljuk a Cx30 csatorna képes-e ATP-t

átereszteni, és részt vesz-e a tubularis elektrolit és víztranszport szabályozásában. Cx30 WT és

KO egerek gyűjtőcsatornáit kiboncoltuk, és in vitro mikroperfundáltuk. Bioszenzor technikával

kimutattuk: tubularis flow emelésével stimulált ATP szekréció szignifikánsan nagyobb

interkalált sejtekből, mint principális sejtekből. ATP elválasztás Cx30 KO szövetben, ill.

suramin hatására jelentősen csökken. Cx30 egerérben a vérnyomás lépcsőzetes emelésével a

vizeletelvélasztás 4.2x-esere növekedett WT, míg 2.6x-osára KO állatokban. A frakcionális Na+

kiválasztás 5.1x-esére növekedett WT, míg 2.8x-ára KO állatokban. Eredményeink bizonyítják,

hogy a distalis tubulus Cx30 csatornái képesek ATP-t átereszteni, és gátolva a só- és

vízvisszaszívást nyomásdiurezishez vezetnek.
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